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Abstract

Numerical modeling of igniting non-premixed combus-
tion systems using FGM

This thesis presents an extensive numerical modeling study on igniting non-prem-
ixed systems of combustion, with emphasis on biogas combustion. The scope of
the research covers three main steps, starting with 1D modeling studies of igniting
non-premixed flames using detailed chemistry (GRI), a generic method to formu-
late a reaction progress variable for the application in FGM, and finally LES model-
ing of turbulent Jet in Hot Coflow (JHC) systems using FGM.

In the first step the ignition delay of biogas in mixing layers is investigated using
a 1D combustion model, with its application in Moderate or Intense Low oxygen
Dilution (MILD) combustion being the focus. The study reveals the key aspects of
the ignition of biogas in a nonpremixed, igniting mixing layer with a hot oxidizer
of low oxygen content. Biogas is considered here as a mixture of CH4 with variable
amounts CO2. The ignition delay predictions from one-dimensional mixing layers
show no significant influence of CO2 levels in biogas. The study also reveals the
role of oxidizer composition and temperature on the ignition characteristics of a
MILD biogas flame.

In order to extend the study to igniting turbulent flames that covers the MILD
regime, LES with FGM serves an effective tool, given that there exists a reaction
progress variable that can reproduce the ignition behavior of the fuels accurately.
Therefore, a new method to formulate reaction progress variables for the applica-
tion of FGM in combustion systems was developed. The method involves a mul-
tiobjective optimisation to find a reaction progress variable that accurately repro-
duces complex reactive phenomenon of interest. Through its application in a num-
ber of igniting counterflow flames, the effectiveness of the current method is veri-
fied.

Further, an Igniting Mixing Layer (IML) based FGM approach is implemented
in LES modeling of JHC flames. The modeling criteria required for accurate repre-
sentation of various flame characteristics are evaluated. Flames in two well-known
JHC experimental burners are simulated, namely, the Cabra vitiated coflow burner
using methane, and the Delft Jet in Hot Coflow burner using Dutch Natural Gas and
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biogas like mixtures. With a refined set of modeling criteria, the variation in flame
lift off height with respect to jet Reynolds number is investigated for DJHC flames.
Finally, the impact of CO2 levels on biogas flame behavior is analyzed using LES
simulations of DJHC burner. This part of the study concludes that IML based FGM
together with well-chosen submodels for sub-grid scale variance of mixture frac-
tion is able to predict auto-igniting flames in a broad range of conditions.

The thesis thus draws out a computational methodology for modelling the ig-
nition behavior of biogas and other methane based fuels in nonpremixed systems,
to be extended to avenues such as recirculation to aid in the development of MILD
burners for biogas-like fuels of future.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Energy and combustion

Energy is a basic input for many economic production and consumption activities,
and the consumption of energy is strongly dependent on the economic growth of
a nation [1]. The shift from an economy that relied on land resources to one based
on the combustion of fossil fuels marked the onset of industrial revolution in the
British economy [2–4] and in the rest of the world. The role of combustion tech-
nology in human life has been highlighted to this day, as a means of transforming
primary energy into heating, propulsion, mechanical and electrical power. Further,
the global energy consumption is projected to rise together with economic growth
and it is also known that the rate of consumption flattens as the nations achieve
higher Gross National Product (GNP). Most of the increase in energy consumption
is predicted to come from non-OECD countries where a strong economic growth,
increased access to the energy market and a rising population are expected. Energy
consumption in non-OECD countries is expected to grow by 70% between 2018
and 2050 in contrast to 15% growth in OECD countries as shown in Fig. 1.1 [5]. In
a time where the countermeasures against climate change are receiving more and
more support, it has to be kept in mind that these expectations may turn out dif-
ferently.

Figure 1.2 shows the foreseen trend till 2050 in energy consumption by sourc-
e [6]. It is predicted that renewable energy will be the leading source of primary
energy consumption by 2050, and in the absence of new measures to limit their
consumption, fossil fuels will continue to be consumed over this period. Among
fossil fuels, the consumption of natural gas is the world’s fastest growing one. The
renewable energy consumption is set to increase by 3% per year between 2018 and
2050, which is driven mainly by electricity demand growth, economic and political
drivers.

However, the predicted expansion in energy consumption also adds a tremen-
dous burden on the environment via carbon dioxide emissions [7], which worsens
global warming and associated climate phenomena. According to the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) special report titled “Global Warming of
1.5˝C” [8], the adverse consequences of global warming on ecosystems and com-
munities can only be avoided if the world limits the global temperature rise to 1.5
˝C . To accomplish this goal, the global anthropogenic CO2 emissions is required to
be reduced by about 45% by 2030 from the emission levels in 2010, to net zero CO2

emission in 2050. To this end, long-term international climate action [8] is war-
ranted. The “European Green Deal” [9], announced by the European Commission
Vice-President, Frans Timmermans in 2019, aims for a greenhouse gas emissions

1
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Figure 1.1: World energy consumption. The values from 2019 onward is based on
projections in EIA(2020) [5].

Figure 1.2: Primary global energy consumption by energy source. The values from
2019 onward are based on projections. The graph is based on the international
energy outlook by EIA(2020) [5].

reduction of at least 50% by 2030 in comparison to 1990. In order to work towards
this aim, it will be essential to ensure the decarbonization of the energy system. The
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European Union’s (EU) Renewable Energy Directive 2018/2001/EU (RED) aims at
the production and promotion of renewable energy sources in EU. It requires the
EU to meet at least 32% of its total energy needs with renewable energy by 2030 [10].

Apart from the threat of global warming, the prevalent combustion methods of-
ten release into the atmosphere numerous other emissions such as carbon monox-
ide, nitric oxides, and soot. These emissions can jeopardize the environment and
public health when the rate of their production keeps increasing with rapid indus-
trialization.

1.2 Biogas

Carbon neutral fuels are a promising option that leads to net zero carbon addi-
tion to the atmosphere. Biogas is a promising carbon neutral fuel which can be
used for domestic and industrial applications. Biogas is a combustible gas which
is produced by anaerobic digestion of organic material, and is composed mainly of
methane and carbon dioxide. The combustion of biogas to generate electricity and
heat can contribute towards the EU’s 32% goal for 2030. In the Netherlands, there
is an ongoing debate around the viability of energy from biomass. On one hand
it is extremely important to mitigate the climate change and to meet the renew-
able energy goals [11]. On the other hand, bioenergy is seen as the least valuable
utilization of biomass [12]. Alternative thermal conversion processes can lead to
more valuable product stream (syngas, bio-oil, chemicals). Biogas production is a
good option for utilizing waste streams from sources which are agricultural, mu-
nicipal, food waste, manure and sewage [13]. A major drawback of biogas as fuel
for combustion is its low calorific value for use in conventional burners. In conven-
tional modes of combustion, biogas gives weak unstable flames [14]. The process
of CO2 removal from biogas to improve its calorific value remains too expensive to
be practically viable [15].

This thesis aims at investigating the non-premixed combustion of methane based
fuels such as biogas, using numerical modeling approaches, that can aid in the de-
velopment of highly efficient and low emission burners.

1.3 Flameless or MILD combustion

In order to meet the energy demand for economic growth and at the same time
reduce negative ecological effects, new energy conversion technologies are emerg-
ing, aiding the transition from fossil fuels to future sustainable fuels such as biogas.
Flameless combustion, which is considered a clean and efficient combustion tech-
nology of the 21st century, can be effective in utilizing low calorific value fuels such
as biogas with low emissions and high thermal efficiency [16].

Since the 1970s, most of the investigations on combustion were aimed at im-
proving performance by reducing energy waste. With the conventional industrial
combustion technology, a considerable amount of the heat input is lost through
flue-gases at high enthalpy. The use of heat recovery was found to be effective in
increasing energy efficiency and thereby obtaining excellent combustion perfor-
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mance. Extensive research was conducted on so-called excess enthalpy combus-
tion, leading to the development of recuperative and regenerative burners, among
which regenerative systems offered a significantly higher preheating levels, of up
to 1200˝C and a higher thermal efficiency [17, 18].

In 1989, an experimental burner that used natural gas as fuel and preheated air
at 650˝C as oxidizer showed complete fuel consumption without a visible flame,
with approximately zero NOx emissions at a furnace temperature of 1000˝C. The
technique used in this burner was called Flameless Oxidation (FLOX) [17]. This de-
velopment was followed by combustion technologies that employ preheated and
diluted air such as, Highly Preheated Air Combustion (HPCA) [19], High Tempera-
ture Air Combustion (HiTAC) [18], and Colorless Distributed Combustion (CDC) [20].
These technologies have many features in common and are generally called ’flame-
less combustion’. Two fundamental conditions to achieve the flameless regime
were found to be, 1) the temperature inside the combustion chamber should be
above the auto-ignition temperature of the fuel-oxidizer mixture, and 2) the ratio
of fuel and oxidizer to exhaust gas or, the recirculation ratio should be higher than
3 and smaller than 10, where the recirculation ratio Kv is defined as;

Kv “Me{pMf `Maq (1.1)

where Me is the recirculated mass flow rate, Mf the fuel mass flow rate, and Ma is
the mass flow rate of air. Figure 1.3(a) shows the various combustion regimes as
a function of the recirculation ratio and the furnace temperature [17]. The regime
for stable combustion indicates that stable conventional flames are achieved up
to 30% recirculation, above which the flames start to be unstable and are prone
to blow out. The latter regime is marked as unstable flame in the diagram. When
the furnace temperature is higher than the autoignition temperature of the fuel-
oxidizer mixture, and at high degrees of recirculation with Kv ě 3, the flame starts
to stabilize again in the regime that is highlighted in green, which corresponds to
the flameless mode. An example for a burner design that employs exhaust gas recir-
culation is shown in Fig. 1.3(b), in which the fuel and oxidizer streams are entering
the furnace which is at a high temperature due to recirculation of exhaust gases.
For a practical furnace to operate in this manner, first it has to be heated with a
conventional flame and then a transition has to occur with recirculation of the ex-
haust gas to achieve the flameless mode. The conditions put forth by Cavaliere
and de Joannon [21] for achieving what they define to be ’Moderate/Intense Low
oxygen Dilution’ (MILD) combustion in the context of a Perfectly Stirred Reactor
(PSR) are, 1) inlet temperature of the reactants are above the autoignition temper-
ature for a given reactant mixture, 2) the temperature rise is smaller than the auto
ignition temperature. These conditions lead to a homogenization of reactants and
products and leads to a reduction in the final combustion temperature, followed
by a reduction of thermal NOx. In more recent studies, the definition of MILD or
Flameless state of combustion has been subjected to further scrutiny. The defini-
tion for PSR based MILD combustion by Cavaliere and de Joannon includes flames
featuring instabilities due to local autoignition and extinction. Oberlack et al. [22]
proposed the definition of MILD combustion in the context of premixed flames to
be the regime where sharp autoigniting and extinguishing points are absent, in-
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(a)

d
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Oxidizer 
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(b) Schematic diagram of a flameless burner.

Figure 1.3: a) Regimes of combustion and b) a schematic diagram of a flameless
burner; from Wünning & Wünning [17]

stead a gradual combustion of reactants takes place. Evans et al. [23] extended
this definition to the non-premixed regime, and made a distinction between au-
toigniting flames and MILD flames, in such a way that MILD flames do not exhibit
clear autoignition or extinction in the flame structures of non-premixed systems
but display a gradual combustion. For the same fuel-oxidizer composition all three
definitions fundamentally depend on the initial temperature and the temperature
rise. Again, the original definition by Cavaliere and de Joannon [21] characterizes
the MILD combustion regime with a low temperature rise between initial and fi-
nal state of reactants, and the initial temperature of the reactants surpassing the
activation energy barrier. The definitions by Oberlack et al. and Evans et al. de-
scribe the MILD regime in terms of gradual heat release from the reactants without
abrupt local ignition or extinction events.

A prominent variable for characterizing the flame regimes is the Damköhler
number Da, which is defined as the ratio of flow time to reaction time. Cavaliere
and de Joannon [21] assume Da ! 1 implying slow reactions relative to the flow
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time, which simplifies the study by neglecting the effects of turbulence-chemistry
interaction. Another study by Khalil and Gupta [20] addressed combustion in a
swirl burner that achieved Da ! 1 through the internal recirculation of product
gases. In this case the recirculation reduces the oxygen concentration and thereby
slows down the reaction chemistry relative to the flow time determined based on
the integral length scale. An experimental and modeling study by Li et al. [24]
showed that the MILD regime falls approximately within the range of Da “ 0.01 to
Da “ 5, indicating that MILD flames fall in the regime where both flow and reac-
tion time scales play a role. For non-premixed burners, the turbulence-chemistry
interaction is of low importance away from the burner exit. However, the creation
of diluted mixture of fuel, oxidizer and products close to the burner exit must be
described by taking turbulence-chemistry interaction in to account. DNS stud-
ies on MILD combustion [25–27] have shown the presence of strong thin quasi-1D
flame surfaces also known as flamelets, distributed throughout the computational
domain showing that in fact locally Da ą 1. The use of a 1D flamelet representa-
tion of complex 3D flames reduces computational cost significantly. However the
question remains in which situations a MILD flame can be characterized with the
flamelet representation. There is no conclusive method to link burner design to
flame regime in different experimental set-ups, which makes the convergence to a
single and clear definition of MILD combustion a difficult and open problem.

Experimental studies

MILD combustion has been subjected to experimental studies using flow reactor
type burners [28–30] for characterizing the chemical kinetic features and the fluid
mechanics. With practical applications in mind, several burner configurations with
internal recirculation have been studied for gaseous and liquid fuels [31–35]. A
widely used experimental setup for studying MILD combustion in turbulent jet
flames is the Jet in Hot Coflow (JHC) configuration. The JHC flame configuration
consists of a central fuel jet within a coflow of oxidizer that is preheated and di-
luted with combustion products. It presents an opportunity to study MILD and/or
autoigniting flame behavior by lowering the oxygen concentration in the coflow,
without having the recirculation of combustion products. The open and axisym-
metric configuration of JHC simplifies the measurements with greater access for
diagnostics. A review paper by Perpignan et al. [36] summarizes the various studies
on JHC flames that uses gaseous fuels. Dally et al. [37] performed the first set of
experiments on a JHC burner, also known as the Adelaide JHC burner, to investi-
gate MILD combustion. A mixture of methane and hydrogen was used as the fuel
in this JHC under constant coflow temperatures and fuel jet Reynolds number Re.
Three levels of oxygen concentration (3%, 6% and 9%) were applied in the coflow
stream of this burner. The reduction in oxygen concentration to 3% showed a sig-
nificant change in the flame behavior from that with 9% in terms of lowering OH
and NO formation. According to a later theoretical analysis by Evans et al. [38],
this study captured the transition from autoigniting at 9% to MILD regime at 3%
O2 in the coflow. Medwell et al. [39] further extended this study by simultaneously
measuring OH and CH2O concentrations and temperature, at two coflow O2 lev-
els and 3 different jet Re numbers. This study showed that at 3% O2 in the coflow,
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a suppression of OH levels takes place along with an increase in CH2O. Cabra et
al. [40] previously developed a JHC arrangement with considerably large O2 con-
centration in the coflow known as the Cabra vitiated coflow burner, on which they
performed a study of lifted turbulent jet flames using H2 and CH4/air mixture as the
fuel. Gordon et al. [41] measured OH and CH2O on the Cabra burner, and showed
that the autoignition structures corresponded with an igniting laminar 1D flame.
The Cabra flame however, did not really belong in the MILD regime because of
the too high oxygen content in the coflow. Oldenhof et al. [42–45] conducted an
extensive series of experiments on the Delft-Jet-in-Hot-Coflow (DJHC) burner dis-
covering the formation of autoignition kernels, the role of entrainment in flame
stabilization. The transient response of the burner during starting was also stud-
ied. Figure 1.4 shows a schematic diagram of the DJHC experimental set-up.

JHC experiments have subjected a number of gaseous fuels to investigation in
the context of MILD combustion. On the Adelaide JHC burner CH4 ´H2 mixture
was studied first [37, 39], followed by C2H4 ´H2,C2H4{N2, and C2H4{Air [46]. The
main difference between CH4 and C2H4 is their reactivity due to the C2 bond in
ethylene, which also shows a high sooting tendency in conventional flames. Un-
der MILD conditions, the flame stabilization mechanism was shown to be funda-
mentally different from conventional combustion, along with soot suppression for
C2H4. Further, Evans et al. [38] studied fuel blends of CH4 ´ C2H4 in the Ade-
laide burner which showed a higher sensitivity of lift-off height for blends with
ą 50% C2H4 to coflow temperatures than for mixtures with ą 50% CH4. Cabra
et al. [47] studied the flame behavior of a H2 ´N2 mixture in the Cabra burner,
and further studied the lifted flame behavior of CH4 ´H2 ´O2 ´H2O in the same
burner [40], and found autoignition to be a significant factor for flame stabilization.
The Delft JHC burner was used to study the MILD combustion of CH4 by Oldenhof
et al. [42]. In the DJHC experiments, Dutch natural gas (DNG) was used in place
of CH4. Arteaga et al. studied a mixture of CH4 ´H2 [48] and found that the flame
lift-off reduces with the increase in the fraction of H2. Sarras et al. [49] investigated
DNG{CH4 ´ CO2 fuel mixtures that are representative of biogas. The addition of
CO2 to CH4 resulted in a reduction in the flame length. However, the impact on the
flame lift-off was negligible. The experimental research on MILD combustion is
ongoing along with computational modeling studies. To develop practical burner
designs and for the understanding of the MILD regime, robust combustion mod-
els are needed. Computational modeling provides insights on the flame behavior
and the variables that are not measured in experiments. A major challenge in the
modeling of MILD combustion is that the physics of autoignition, flame propa-
gation, interaction of flame fronts, mixing, recirculation, and turbulent-chemistry
interaction adds up to a high level of complexity. To develop a model that can cap-
ture these aspects in future, we must have a clear understanding of their interplay
through continued experimental and modeling research.

1.4 Numerical studies on JHC flames

Modeling MILD flames in the JHC configuration reduces the computational com-
plexity by avoiding recirculation. The comparison between experimental measure-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: Delft Jet in Hot Coflow burner setup [42].

ments and computational data at various stages of mixing, ignition and stabiliza-
tion of flames provides insights to validate the computational models. A complete
description of turbulence is obtained by the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)
approach, which also provides fully three-dimensional information on the dynam-
ics of the flame lift-off height in case of JHC flames. A lifted hydrogen jet flame
in JHC configuration was studied using DNS by Yoo et al. [50]. In their study, the
fuel was a mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen, with heated air as coflow. Auto-
ignition was found to be the key mechanism for flame stabilization in this case.
DNS studies, however, come at a cost of high computational power requirement,
due to which it has limited applicability in complex technical burner configura-
tions. LES simulations on the other hand resolve large scale flow structures, and
use closure assumptions for transported scalars and turbulence in small scales. A
major challenge in modeling combustion in practical burner configurations is ac-
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counting for the numerous reaction pathways and reaction rates which leads ulti-
mately to heat release and transformation of thermo-physical properties. Detailed
reaction mechanisms lead to chemical stiffness due to a large number of species
and reaction time scales, and skeletal reaction mechanisms might lead to omit-
ting significant reaction pathways in MILD combustion. LES simulations of JHC
burners give physical insights into the flame, however incorporating the detailed
reaction kinetics and its interaction with turbulence is highly challenging. De-
tailed reaction chemistry can be incorporated in LES simulations by using tabu-
lated chemistry methods. Flamelet based models, such as the Flamelet Generated
Manifold (FGM) [51] and Flamelet Progress Variable approach (FPV) [52] tabulate
the thermochemical properties and reactive species from laminar diffusion flame
structures underlying a turbulent flame, using controlling variables such as mix-
ture fraction Z to indicate the degree of mixing between fuel and oxidizer, and re-
action progress variable Y . Along with flamelet based models, statistical models
for turbulence chemistry interaction such as transported PDF approach [53], Con-
ditional Moment Closure (CMC) [54] and Conditional Source Estimation (CSE) [55]
have been successfully employed in LES of JHC flames. Abtahizadeh et al. [56]
applied an Igniting Mixing Layer (IML) based FGM to simulate the DJHC flame
with methane-hydrogen mixture as fuel. The turbulence-chemistry interaction
was modeled in this case using a presumed beta pdf assumption. This approach
will serve as the baseline for LES studies presented in this thesis. The FGM ap-
proach has been widely used in computational studies of JHC flames due to the
low computational cost relative to the accuracy of simulations. An important chal-
lenge in the application of this approach is determining a progress variable (Y) that
can effectively represent the underlying detailed flamelet chemistry. Y is defined
as a combination of mass fractions of chosen chemical species in the detailed re-
action chemistry [52, 56, 57]. In case of MILD combustion the choice of a progress
variable gets trickier as the product species, usually considered for formulating the
progress variable, are already present in the oxidizer stream and therefore a signif-
icant change in the progress variable may not occur during ignition. Medwell et
al. [46] observed a preignition stage in the lifted region in a JHC flame, where the
short-lived precursors to ignition form with no significant change in reactant or
product concentrations. The inclusion of the precursor species can lead to loss of
accuracy in the oxidation stage, where they are consumed away. Thus, lifted ignit-
ing flames in JHC is not easy to predict accurately using manually chosen definition
of Y . As an opposed to manually chosen Y , developing an approach for automating
the formulation of Y is in scope of this thesis.

The overarching goal of this thesis is to investigate MILD combustion of meth-
ane based fuels such as biogas in non-premixed systems through numerical stud-
ies. These numerical studies are designed to identify the role of various physical
parameters as well as the effectiveness of various numerical modeling strategies in
representing the physics of MILD combustion.

Overview of research objectives

In this thesis the following questions on the physics and the numerical modeling
of MILD combustion are addressed:
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Ignition in MILD combustion

• What: Autoignition is one of the core features of flame stabilization in MILD
flames. What is the relationship of ignition delay of biogas (mixture of CH4

and CO2) to the temperature and oxygen concentration of the oxidizer in a
MILD environment? How is ignition delay affected by the concentration of
CO2 in biogas?

How: In Chapter 2, the ignition behavior of biogas is studied in transient
reaction-diffusion structures using mixtures of CH4 and CO2, with varying
proportions of CO2 as fuel and oxidizer at varying concentration of O2 for a
range of temperatures.

Flamelet Generated Manifold Manifold Approach

• What: The reaction chemistry in turbulent jet-in-hot-coflow simulations will
be modeled using the FGM approach. In FGM the reaction progress variable
must ideally have a one-to-one mapping with the evolution of various chem-
ical species, and must reproduce the ignition delay as predicted from one
dimensional simulations with detailed chemistry. It is not guaranteed that
a conventional definition of the reaction progress variable can accurately re-
produce the predictions of detailed chemistry simulations. Therefore, finding
a reaction progress variable is not always trivial. How to determine a progress
variable formulation that is applicable for a non-premixed system which re-
produces the ignition delay predictions from detailed chemistry simulations?

How: In Chapter 3, a novel methodology for computing an automated progress
variable combination is discussed. It uses a multi-objective optimization method
to obtain a progress variable formulation for a given set of igniting flamelets.
It includes an accurate description of chemical the pre-ignition phase. Pre-
dicted ignition delays and species mass fractions with detailed chemistry and
FGM are compared and analyzed to assess the accuracy of automated progress
variable definition in each case.

Application of FGM to wide range of JHC Experiments

• What: Numerical simulation of combustion in JHC burners; What is the influ-
ence of (i) preheating and dilution of the oxidizer, (ii) fuel composition/dilution,
and (iii) fuel jet Reynolds number on the flame stabilization in JHC burn-
ers? Which FGM based modeling strategy is desirable in case of different JHC
burners?

How: In Chapter 4, the Cabra vitiated coflow burner and DJHC burner are
investigated using LES, with FGM to model the reaction chemistry and a pre-
sumed PDF approach to model turbulence-chemistry interaction. The flame
stabilization behavior is investigated with different modeling options and fu-
els. The results are analyzed and compared with the experimental measure-
ments for validation of the chosen modeling methods.



Chapter 2

Auto Ignition of Biogas in MILD
Non-premixed Combustion Systems

Abstract

The ignition delay of biogas in mixing layers is investigated using a one dimen-
sional combustion model, with its application to Moderate or Intense Low oxygen
Dilution (MILD) combustion being the focus. The current study reveals the key
aspects of the ignition of biogas in a non-premixed, igniting mixing layer with
a hot oxidizer of low oxygen content. The observed characteristics are contrasted
against the existing studies on ignition in homogeneous mixtures under similar
conditions. Biogas is considered here as a mixture of CH4 with variable amounts
CO2. The influence of reactive, thermal and transport properties of CO2 on the
ignition is evaluated using artificial species to mimic the respective characteris-
tic of CO2. While the ignition delay in homogeneous mixtures shows a strong
dependence on CO2 content in the fuel, the ignition delay predictions from one-
dimensional mixing layers show no significant influence of CO2 levels in biogas.
In addition, the influence of oxidizer composition and temperature on the igni-
tion delay is determined for CO2 levels ranging from zero to 90%. A sensitivity
analysis of chemical reactions on the ignition delay shows a negligible effect of
CO2 concentration in biogas. The current study emphasizes the role of oxidizer
composition and temperature on the ignition characteristics of a MILD biogas
flame.

This chapter closely follows the paper “Numerical Study on the Autoignition of
Biogas in Moderate or Intense Low Oxygen Dilution Non-premixed Combustion
Systems” by Vasavan et al. [58].

2.1 Introduction

Biogas can be considered as a carbon neutral fuel when it has its origins in the
anaerobic digestion of organic matter by living organisms. The major components
that make up biogas are methane and CO2. Due to the presence of a consider-
able amount of CO2 the biogas has a low calorific value. In spite of this, biogas is a
promising candidate to meet the engergy targets set by the European Union due to
its flexibility as an energy source and its wide range of applications including heat-
ing and electricity production [59]. It is widely accepted to be a sustainable fuel
for household as well as industrial applications despite challenges with production
and implementation [60] Still, at present its industrial applications are limited due
to low heating value and variable composition of biogas often containing corrosive
components such as H2S [61]. It is not an easy task to ensure the production of bio-
gas with a fixed composition by virtue of its biological origin. The variation in the

11
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composition of biogas coupled with its low heat release rate could reduce the ther-
mal efficiency of engines [62]. The application of biogas in engines was reviewed
in [63]. For engine relevant conditions, the ignition delay trend with respect to CO2

level has been predicted from the studies on ignition of homogeneous mixtures
of biogas with air [64], given that in engine applications biogas is premixed with
air. However, for the ignition of biogas in non-premixed systems where the fuel
and oxidizer are initially separated, only limited literature is available in authors’
knowledge. It is therefore important to extend our knowledge on the influence of
biogas composition changes in non-premixed systems.

For applications such as fueling industrial furnaces, the environmental impact
of exhaust gases is a major concern provided that there is a considerable amount of
NOx released from conventional burners and so is the carbon footprint left by the
fuel consumption [65]. Moderate or intense low oxygen dilution (MILD) combus-
tion has been a subject in a number of studies for its potential to deliver high ther-
mal efficiency with lower pollutant emissions [21, 37, 42]. For achieving MILD com-
bustion, the gas flow has to be kept above the autoignition temperature of the fuel.
The fuel is burned under strong mixing in a hot, low oxygen environment. The heat
release rate of combustion can be lower than conventional feed-back stabilized
combustion, provided a hot-diluted environment is maintained. Hence furnaces
operating in the MILD mode can run on fuels such as biogas with a low heat con-
tent. The peak temperatures attained are lower than conventional burners, which
yields a substantial reduction in the thermally generated NOx [66]. MILD combus-
tion is materialized in practical burners of various configurations [67–70] that differ
in flame structures and stabilization mechanism. MILD combustion of biogas has
been studied using the Delft Jet-in-Hot-Coflow (DJHC) burner, which is a labora-
tory scale burner that mimics MILD combustion conditions where the fuel jet is
issued into a hot coflow of lean combustion products [42]. Oldenhof et al. [43–45]
performed experiments on the DJHC burner with natural gas as the fuel and Sarras
et al. [49] studied the influence of mixing CO2 with natural gas. The combination
of CO2 and natural gas mimics biogas, except for the presence of trace amounts
of ethane and higher alkanes in natural gas. From these studies the stabilization
of JHC flames is found to be dependent on the formation and propagation of au-
toignition kernels. The ignition delay for methane diluted with CO2 was experi-
mentally measured for homogeneous mixtures with air by Zeng et al. [64]. Their
study focused on the ignition of mixtures with equivalence ratio 0.5, 1 and 2, for a
temperature range of 1300 – 2100 K and pressure range of 0.1 – 1 MPa. It was shown
that an increase in dilution by CO2 or N2 has an inhibitory effect on ignition delays
at every equivalence ratio. This effect is stronger for dilution with CO2 than N2.
Their numerical investigation showed that the ignition of methane/air mixtures is
sensitive to reactions involving H, O and OH radicals. With increase in CO2 or N2 in
the mixture, reactions promoting the ignition were found to be inhibited. Fischer
and Jiang [71] performed a computational study on the ignition of homogeneous
CH4-CO2-O2 mixtures and compared the ignition delays predicted by five different
reaction mechanisms against the results from shock tube experiments. Their study
showed that among the five, GRI Mech 3.0 [72] delivered the best predictions for
the ignition delays of CH4-CO2 mixtures.

It has to be realized that in a JHC burner the reactants are not premixed. A
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DNS study on the fine structure of turbulent MILD combustion of methane by
Doan et al. [26] has shown that the non-premixed combustion mode is relevant
even if the initial mixture is partially premixed. Hence, studies on MILD flames un-
der non-premixed conditions become necessary to understand their ignition and
combustion behavior[73]. Sidey and Mastorakos [74] studied the effect of adding
CO2 with methane in steady diffusion flames under MILD conditions. The effect
of strain rate on the flame structure and maximum temperature was studied along
with the extinction behavior. Wang et al. [75] investigated the chemical and physi-
cal aspects of adding CO2 to CH4 in steady counterflow diffusion flames. The CO2

presence was found to reduce the flame temperatures and increase the CO produc-
tion by reducing its rate of oxidation into CO2. These studies on steady diffusion
flames provide insights regarding the flame structures, flame quenching and pollu-
tant formation, and help in understanding the interplay of chemistry in MILD non-
premixed flames. However, the ignition in non-premixed systems was not clearly
addressed which is a key aspect in the flame stabilization in MILD burners.

A one dimensional Igniting Mixing Layer (IML) [56, 76, 77] serves as the sim-
plest physical representation of a non-premixed system. The present study aims at
investigating the ignition of methane and biogas under MILD conditions through
IML simulations. The range of boundary conditions applied in the current study is
based on the Delft JHC studies with Dutch Natural Gas (DNG) [42] and biogas-like
fuels [49]. It was found in [49] that addition of CO2 did not result in a considerable
change of the lift-off height of a natural gas flame, which seems to contradict the
findings from studies on homogeneous mixtures where CO2 affects the ignition
delays substantially. It was further suggested that the addition of CO2 to natural
gas in a JHC may result in a counteracting mechanism of slower ignition chemistry
against the increased turbulent entrainment of hot oxidizer, that maintains the lift-
off heights at the same level. The influence of CO2 on ignition is also addressed in
the current study. The main objectives of this study are summarized as,

• To study the ignition and flame development in an IML, and to identify the
most sensitive reactions that influence the ignition delay.

• To investigate the effects of CO2 content in the fuel on ignition delay of
methane/natural gas and to assess the influence of thermo chemical proper-
ties of CO2 on biogas ignition.

• To examine the dependence of ignition delay on the oxidizer temperature and
oxygen level for CH4 and CH4 – CO2 mixtures.

In the following section the computational methodology is presented, the re-
sults of IML simulations are discussed next, along with the inferences from sensi-
tivity analysis, followed by the conclusions from the study.

2.2 Computational method

The physical and chemical processes in a MILD flame (e.g. Jet-in-hot-co flow) are
very similar to those in an Igniting Mixing Layer (IML). An IML is a time depen-
dent reaction-diffusion layer [56, 77, 78], where the diffusive transport and reactive
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processes occur simultaneously from an initial unmixed state, which represents
a pocket of fuel issuing from the jet and mixing with the hot oxidizer, leading to
its ignition. As shown in Figure 2.1, at time t “ 0 for x ă 0 the local thermo-
chemical properties describe the fuel flow and for x ą 0 they correspond to the
oxidizer conditions. Due to the steep initial gradients in concentration of fuel and
oxidizer, in the absence of an applied strain, the mixing is governed entirely by dif-
fusive fluxes. The scalar gradients dissipate with time and the reactive-diffusive
processes asymptotically approach a state of chemical equilibrium at t Ñ 8. In

CO2

O2

Temperature

CH4
CH4

CO2

+

Hot Diluted

Oxidizer

=0

x

x

x

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the case set up for IML, representing the initial
profiles of the major species and temperature.

the present study, IML is modeled as a time dependent 1D counterflow flame with
a low strain rate (a = 10 s´1). That is, from an initially unmixed state, the mixing
layer approaches a steady state counterflow flame with a = 10 s´1. The application
of strain rate makes it possible to keep the flame within a physical domain of finite
size and to achieve a steady state condition in approximately 1 s. This approach is
different from an Igniting Counterflow Flame (ICF) [79] where the reactive process
starts from a steady non-reacting counterflow solution with an applied strain rate,
where the time dependent changes in scalar dissipation rate is not considered. An
IML is expected to mimic a MILD flame than ICF for this reason. The transport
equations that describe a one-dimensional unsteady counterflow are given by [80]

Bρ

Bt
`
Bρu

Bx
“ ´ρG, (2.1)

ρ
BYi
Bt
` ρu

BYi
Bx

´
B

Bx

ˆ

ρUi
BYi
Bx

˙

´ 9wi “ 0, (2.2)

ρ
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Bt
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´
B
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ˆ

λ
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“
B

Bx

˜
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ÿ

i“1

hi

ˆ

ρYiUi ´
λ

cp

BYi
Bx

˙

¸

, (2.3)
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Table 2.1: Summary of computational set up

Parameter Values
x range [-1 : 2.5] cm
Time step Variable time stepping [10´8:10´4]s
Number of grid points 500 (with adaptive grid refinement)
Fuel composition (moles) (1 - XCO2) CH4 + XCO2 CO2

Fuel temperature 450 K
Oxidizer composition Vitiated air with YO2,ox = 0.04 & 0.06

(details are available in table 2.3)
Oxidizer temperature 1200 - 1600 K
Reaction mechanism GRI-Mech 3.0
Transport model Mixture averaged

where ρ, cp, λ and µ stand for mass density, specific heat at constant pressure, ther-
mal conductivity and viscosity, respectively. Ui represents the diffusion velocity
and u the velocity in x direction. Yi and 9wi are the mass fraction and chemical
production rate

`

kg{m3s
˘

of the ith species where i ranges from 1 to Nsp, the total
number of species. The momentum balance in counterflow configuration is mod-
eled after Dixon-Lewis [80] through solving a transport equation for G (Eq.( 2.4)),
the tangential velocity gradient or strain rate:

ρ
BG

Bt
` ρu

BG

Bx
´
B

Bx

ˆ

µ
BG

Bx

˙

“ J ´ ρG2. (2.4)

Here J “ ρoxa
2 , with a being the applied strain rate and ρox the density at the oxi-

dizer side. The computational time is set to 1 s within which the flame attains a near
steady state. It is assumed that the hot diluted oxidizer is at chemical equilibrium.
The oxidizer composition is computed as a constrained chemical equilibrium so-
lution for a given temperature and oxygen level.

In theory, the initial condition for IML can be modeled as a Heaviside function.
However, the numerical scheme for resolving diffusive fluxes uses a finite spatial
and temporal spacing. Therefore the Heaviside solution is replaced with a smooth
initial condition obtained from a steady counterflow solution with a high applied
strain which approximates a Heaviside function. In the current case the initial con-
dition is computed as a steady counterflow solution with a = 104 s´1. This applied
strain rate is sufficiently high, so that the flame is quenched and initial the mix-
ing layer thickness is of the order of 100 µm. Subsequently, the strain rate Gpxq is
rescaled based on a = 10 s´1 and the corresponding mass flux ρu is updated for
every grid point in the domain based on the steady state mass conservation,

Bρu

Bx
“ ´ρG. (2.5)

Using the initial profile thus obtained, an unsteady simulation is performed us-
ing the one-dimensional flame code CHEM1D [81]. The code uses adaptive mesh
refinement in combination with variable time stepping. The results are verified
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to be independent of mesh size and time step size. For the analysis of the IML
flamelets, Bilger’s definition of mixture fraction Z is used, which is given as,

Z “
0.5M´1

H rZH ´ ZH,2s ` 2M´1
C rZC ´ ZC,2s ´M

´1
O rZO ´ ZO,2s

0.5M´1
H rZH,1 ´ ZH,2s ` 2M´1

C rZC,1 ´ ZC,2s ´M
´1
O rZO,1 ´ ZO,2s

(2.6)

where ZH, ZC, andZO are the elemental mass fractions of hydrogen, carbon
and oxygen respectively. MH, MC, andMO are the corresponding atomic masses.

A number of cases with varying fuel and oxidizer boundary conditions is sim-
ulated. Table 3.1 gives a concise overview of the computational set up. On the
oxidizer side the temperature Tox is varied from 1200 – 1600 K and the oxygen level
(YO2,ox) is varied between 2 – 16% by mass. Table 2.3 in the Appendix shows more
detailed data. The ranges of YO2,ox and Tox are chosen based on the oxygen percent-
age and temperature in the co-flow of the DJHC experiments [42]. The Table 2.3
also gives the mass fractions of major species in the oxidizer and the stoichiomet-
ric mixture fraction Zst. The fuel is chosen as methane for the reference case and,
for the biogas study, the CO2 mole fraction is increased from 0 to 90% with the
rest being methane. The fuel temperature is chosen as 450 K for all simulations as
observed in the DJHC burner [42]. All simulations are performed at atmospheric
pressure. A mixture-averaged diffusion transport model [81] is used along with the
GRI 3.0 mechanism for reaction chemistry. It was shown in multiple numerical
studies that GRI 3.0 gives accurate predictions of ignition delay for biogas-like fuel
combinations [64, 71].

2.3 Results and discussion

First, the characteristics of ignition in an IML are discussed and a comparison of
IML is made against ICF. Further, the ignition delay trends for methane and biogas
are estimated for a range of CO2 levels. The impact of CO2 on the ignition delay of
biogas is assessed by introducing artificial species to isolate the effects of chemical,
transport and thermal properties of CO2. The impact of oxidizer composition and
temperature are estimated thereafter. The sensitivity of ignition reactions to the
amount of CO2 in biogas is analyzed under the IML configuration.

2.3.1 Structure of IML and comparison with ICF

The evolution of a mixing layer from an unmixed initial condition towards a steady
diffusion flame involves a series of mutually dependent chemical and thermal events
under a continuously decaying scalar dissipation in the domain. This includes
the pre-ignition chemistry, ignition and heat release followed by diffusive flame
spreading. In Figure 2.2(a) the time-dependent mixture fraction (Z) profiles from
t = 0 to 0.1 s in a 1D IML are shown. The fuel considered here is methane and
the oxidizer has 8% O2 by mass, and a temperature of 1540 K. Figure 2.2(a) shows
the progressive mixing of the initially unmixed fuel and oxidizer, proceeding to-
wards a well mixed state. During the mixing process the hot oxidizer reacts with
the fuel releasing heat and the corresponding temperature profiles are shown in
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Figure 2.2: Time dependent characteristics of IML, (a) mixture fraction and (b) tem-
perature profiles, (c) temperature rise ∆T againstZ and (d) maximum temperature
rise ∆Tmax against time t. Plots in (a), (b) and (c) are corresponding to time t = 0 to
0.1 s.

Figure 2.2pbq. The temperature rise is defined as ∆T pZ, tq “ T pZ, tq ´ T pZ, t “ 0q.
In Figure 2.2(c) ∆T pZ, tq is plotted against Z, it shows the temperature rise start-
ing from a location with Z close to 0, and growing to reach a maximum of 600 K
near the stoichiometric mixture fraction, Zst = 0.02. The time-dependent variation
in the maximum temperature in the domain, ∆Tmax is shown in Figure 2.2(d). It
shows a pre-ignition phase where the temperature rise is slow, up to t « 10´3 s
and thereafter ∆Tmax shoots to a maximum of ∆Tmax « 600K owing to a rapid
heat release following ignition. Ignition delay under MILD conditions has shown
good agreement with a temperature rise threshold of 10 K as it correlates well to
the onset of chemiluminescence [82]. Hence in this study the ignition delay (τig) is
defined as the time for achieving ∆Tmax = 10 K. The value of Z at which this ∆Tmax
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is attained is denoted as the most reactive mixture fraction, Zmr.
Autoignition in an IML is governed by reaction and diffusion processes. An

unsteady diffusion flame with unity Lewis number is described by the unsteady
flamelet equation for temperature as [83],

ρ
BT

Bt
“ 9ωT `

1

2
ρχ
B2T

BZ2
, (2.7)

where 9ωT is the source term for temperature from the chemical reactions. The sec-
ond term in the RHS corresponds to the diffusive transport, with χ being the scalar
dissipation rate given by,

χ “ 2D

ˆ

BZ

Bx

˙2

(2.8)

where D is the scalar diffusivity which is equal to λ
ρCp

for unity Lewis number. A
high scalar dissipation delays ignition in non-premixed systems [84]. For an IML
with a Heaviside initial condition, the expression for χ is obtained as [83],

χth pZ, tq “
1

2πt
e´2rerfc´1

p2Zqs
2

, (2.9)

which indicates that χ9 t´1. In order to understand the influence of χ on ignition,
the IML under consideration is compared against an ICF with the same fuel and
oxidizer boundary conditions and with a strain rate of 10 s´1. In Figure 2.3(a) the
values ofχ atZmr andZst are plotted against time for IML and ICF. Theoretically the
values of χ in an IML approach infinity at t “ 0 as the mixing layer thickness, δth,
is infinitesimally thin. In this log-log plot, χth follows a straight line with negative
slope starting from a magnitude that tends to infinity at t “ 0. In the current
simulations, the mixing layer thickness δ varies from an initial value, δZ,initial = 0.5
mm to δZ,final = 25 mm. Therefore, the initial values of χ are obtained to be finite
and the final values are determined by the applied strain rate. The red and blue
lines correspond toZmr andZst respectively. The IML closely follows the χth within
the range of χ corresponding to δZ,initial and δZ,final. The scalar dissipation trend in
ICF remains at a constant value as expected. As the flame develops, at t « 1 ms
the exothermic expansion causes a perturbation in χ for both cases and χ assumes
a lower value following the thermal expansion.

Figure 2.3(b) shows the evolution of ∆TZ , the temperature rise for a constant Z,
in IML and ICF at Zmr and Zst. It can be seen here that the ignition is delayed in the
case of IML due to the high value of χ. The delay between Zmr and Zst curves rep-
resents the time required for the flame spread. The close proximity of these curves
for IML indicates a faster flame spread in the IML. As compared to ICF, IML has a
higher χ during and post ignition aiding the flame spread through increased diffu-
sive transport. This is further elucidated in Figure 2.4 that shows the heat release
rate (HRR) contours as function of mixture fraction and time for ICF and IML. At
ignition, there is a clear difference in HRR at Zmr and Zst in the case of ICF. This
shows a highly localized raise in HRR and therefore temperature. In the case of
IML, it takes longer to achieve the same level of heat release rate but the difference
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in HRR between Zmr and Zst is smaller and the ignition is less localized in Z. The
increased diffusive fluxes in the case of IML are shown to delay the ignition by more
than two fold as compared with ICF. The ignition in IML combine the effects of de-
caying χwith ignition chemistry, therefore it mimics the situation in non-premixed
MILD burners better, much different from ICF.

Effect of CO2 on the ignition of biogas

The ignition of biogas under MILD conditions is estimated in IML simulations with
varying levels of CO2 in the fuel. Fuel compositions containing CH4 with CO2 levels
that range from 0 to 90% are considered. The Tox is set as 1500 K, with an O2 mass
fraction of 8% in the oxidizer. In Figure 2.5, two ignition time scales are plotted
against XCO2

for biogas-like fuel compositions. Ignition time scales represented
here are the time for ∆T = 10 K and 100 K. It shows that the ignition delay remains
nearly constant for CO2 levels up to 90% in the fuel. This trend is significantly dif-
ferent from experimentally reported ignition delays in shock tube experiments with
uniform mixtures. The additional freedom of chemical species to diffuse across
mixture fraction in the case of a non-premixed flame makes ignition far less sensi-
tive to fuel composition when compared with homogeneous mixtures. The numer-
ical studies on the ignition of biogas in homogeneous mixtures show CO2 causing
significant increase in ignition delays [64, 71]. In the mixing layer however, the in-
fluence of CO2 is nearly absent. There is actually a small decrease in τig at higher
CO2 levels. After ignition (∆T “ 10 K), the spot of ignition develops into a flame in
steady state. For ∆T “ 100 K, the slope increases for CO2 levels above 70%. This
can be understood from the reduction in heat release rate due to lesser reactive
content in the fuel, leading to a slower flame development.

To further explain the observed behavior, the effect of chemical and thermo
physical properties of CO2 on the IML ignition delay of biogas is assessed by re-
placing CO2 in the fuel with the following artificial species as in [75]:

1. CO2x, which is chemically inert CO2.

2. CO2xx, which is CO2x with the diffusivity of methane.

3. CO2xy, which is CO2x with the heat capacity of methane.

By comparing the ignition behavior of CH4 - CO2x mixtures with CH4 - CO2 mix-
tures, the influence of reactive properties of CO2 in biogas is assessed. Similarly
with CO2xx and CO2xy, the role of diffusivity and thermal conductivity of CO2 in
the ignition of biogas is quantified. In the following analysis and table 2.2, the syn-
thetic species CO2x,CO2xx & CO2xy replace CO2 at 30% and 90% in biogas and τig
is evaluated.

In table 2.2 the first row shows the magnitude of ignition time scales for biogas
and the following rows show the change in ignition delays corresponding to each
CO2 substitute in comparison with CO2. For cases with CO2x and CO2xx the val-
ues for τig differ only by « 0.1%. For CO2x the ignition delays are slightly reduced,
indicating a minute inhibitory influence of the reactivity of CO2 on ignition. These
results give a clear proof that the ignition delay is hardly affected by the chemical
or transport properties of CO2. As Zmr « 10´3, the CO2 content from fuel can be
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Figure 2.3: Scalar dissipation rates (a) and ∆TZ (b) at Zmr and Zst against time for
IML and ICF. The straight dashed lines in (a) indicates the ”ideal” profile of χth

against time.

expected to exert no significant influence on the ignition chemistry. It has to be
noted that τig increases slightly for 30% and 90% of CO2xy in the fuel. This explains
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of heat release rate (W{m3) contours as a function of mix-
ture fraction and time (until ignition) for, a) ICF and b) IML. Zst = 0.02
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Figure 2.5: Ignition delay against mole fraction of CO2 in fuel

that the lower τig at high CO2 levels are a result of the lower heat capacity of CO2 in
comparison to CH4. Due to the higher Cp of CO2xy, the flame development delay
till ∆T “ 100K is doubled at 90% CO2xy in comparison with 90% CO2. In the
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Table 2.2: Ignition delay with CO2 and artificial species in IML, for Tox = 1540 K and
YO2,ox = 0.08

Ignition delay ∆Tmax = 10 K ∆Tmax = 100 K
XCO2,Fuel 30% 90% 30% 90%
CO2 (ms) 0.97 0.91 1.38 1.57
CO2x –0.1% –1.2% –0.1% –3.7%
CO2xx +0.1% +0.1% +0.02% –3.6%
CO2xy +0.5% +11.3% +1.2% +39.8%

case of CO2xx the results are much closer to CO2x, showing hardly an impact of
transport properties.

Role of oxidizer temperature

The influence of oxidizer temperature (Tox) on ignition delay is assessed in a series
of IMLs subsequently. For a range of Tox, the oxidizer composition is computed at
fixed values of YO2,ox = 8%, ensuring the same elemental composition. Figure 2.6
shows the variation of τig within the given range of temperature. A near linear in-
crease of logpτigq with respect to the inverse of Tox is observed. It can be noted that
the slope of the curve is higher at the lowest temperatures. From shock-tube exper-
iments of methane-oxygen mixtures in argon, an empirical correlation of ignition
delay with respect to temperature is given for a range of 1200 K to 2100 K as [85],

τ1psq “ 2.5ˆ 10´15ep26700{T qrCH4s
0.32rO2s

´1.02, (2.10)

where the concentrations of CH4 and O2 are given in mol/cm3. Equation (2.10)
indicates a linear dependency of logpτ1q on T´1. Furthermore, an increase in O2

concentration shortens the ignition delay and an increase in CH4 concentration in-
creases the ignition delay. Hence, it can be expected that for a counterflow laminar
flame with methane and hot oxidizer, the ignition will occur at a mixture fraction
close to zero. A comparison of ignition delay trends (τig against Tox) can be made
for the IML predictions and the empirical relations such as Eq. (2.10), based on the
experimental observations for homogeneous mixtures. A representative correla-
tion based on Eq. (2.10) is given as, τ1 9 rCH4s

0.32 ep26700{T q. It is assumed here that
the rO2s at Zmr is constant, that is, rO2smr “ rO2sox. The concentration of CH4 is
considered at the location of Zmr from the unmixed initial condition. τ1 is plotted
in Fig. 2.6 adjacent to the τig curve for IML using an appropriate scaling constant.

From the experiments conducted by Zeng et al. [64], a second empirical corre-
lation for τig of methane in homogeneous mixtures is given by

τ2 “ 1.31ˆ 10´3 p´0.68 ep20199{T q, (2.11)

Homogeneous mixtures of methane-air were considered in this study in a temper-
ature range of 1300 K to 2100 K at a mixture equivalence ratio φ = 0.5. In Eq. (2.11),
p represents the pressure in MPa, which is atmospheric pressure in the current
study. The slope of this line is given by, τ2 9 ep20199{T q, which is lower than that
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Figure 2.6: Ignition delay against the inverse of temperature, for 8% oxygen in the
oxidizer by mass, the dashed curves represent trends based on empirical predic-
tions.

of τ1. This trend is plotted in Figure 2.6, positioned above the ignition delay curve
of IML. The IML ignition delay curve shows slope close to the experimentally ob-
served value in Eq. (2.11) for most part of the temperature range considered (1300
K - 1650 K). Therefore the activation temperature,Ta for IML is closer that of τ2. For
Tox ă 1250 K (1000{Tox ą 0.8) the ignition delays are clearly seen to increase in a
non-linear fashion. This region is outside the range of experimental temperatures
for τ2. Here onwards the trend gets closer to that from Eq. (2.10) till 1200 K (1000/T
= 0.83). Apart from similarity in trends, the magnitude of ignition delays are larger
in the case of IML compared to the homogeneous mixtures considered here, which
is caused by diffusive transport of radical species at the onset of ignition.

Figure 2.7 shows Zmr, the location of ∆Tmax in mixture fraction space at the
time of ignition, against the oxidizer temperature. It shows that Zmr remains low
within the order of Z « 10´3 but varies across the range of Tox. At a high oxidizer
temperature, τig is short and the scalar dissipation rates are large, leading to more
diffusive transport, causing higher reactivity at Z ą 10´3. For example, in Fig. 2.4
it was seen in the case of ICF that the heat release and therefore the major reactions
are concentrated over a narrow zone close to the oxidizer side, whereas in the IML,
the reaction zone is widened as the reactive species are subjected to a high scalar
dissipation rate. The radical species formed close to the high temperature zone
are transported in the direction of fuel, widening the heat release zone and shifting
the Zmr towards Zst compared with ICF. This shift in Zmr, however, diminishes with
lower Tox. With the decrease in Tox, the reaction rates slow down leading to an
increase in τig. Owing to the reduction in scalar dissipation rates with the ignition
delay, the Zmr settles towards a limiting value and becomes comparable to ICF.
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Figure 2.7: Zmr with respect to Tox for YO2,ox “ 0.08

The ignition delay prediction for biogas compositions are shown in Figure 2.8
for YO2,ox = 8% in the range of Tox 1200 - 1540 K. Evidently, for CO2 levels from 0
till 90% the ignition delay trends nor their magnitudes are hardly affected by the
presence of CO2. The small change in thermal properties of the fuel is reflected in
the small advancement of ignition in the case of biogas with 90% CO2. The relative
insensitivity of ignition delays to CO2 levels as observed from Fig. 2.5 holds true for
the entire range of oxidizer temperatures considered here.

Role of oxygen concentration in oxidizer

Low levels of oxygen concentration in the oxidizer is a defining characteristic of
MILD combustion. Therefore, the dependence of ignition delay with respect to
oxygen levels is also investigated here. Figure 2.9 shows the ignition delay trends
to YO2,ox of 8% and 4%, for XCO2 varying from 0 to 90% at Tox = 1540 K. With the
oxygen level reduced to half, the ignition delays are seen to be doubled. This is in
agreement with the empirical relation (2.10). With respect to the CO2 level, the re-
duction in YO2,ox does not change the ignition delay behavior as from previous ob-
servations. The dependence of ignition delay on YO2,ox is investigated for oxidizer
temperatures of 1200 K and 1540 K and for oxygen mass fractions ranging from 2%
to 16%. The results are presented in Figure 2.10. For both the oxidizer tempera-
tures, the ignition delay curves remain parallel till the oxygen levels fall below 4%.
The dashed lines in Figure 2.10 represent trends based on empirical relations. The
red line is proportional to rO2s

´1.02(Eq. 2.10) and the magenta line is proportional
to rO2s

´0.8, which is chosen to match the trend of the curves. It can be seen that
for Tox = 1540 K, the red curve traces the ignition trend till YO2,ox « 0.04 but shows
a faster decline in τig with increasing oxygen levels in IML. For Tox = 1200 K, the
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Figure 2.8: Ignition delay against Tox for different levels of CO2 in fuel (methane)
for YO2,ox “ 0.08
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Figure 2.9: Ignition delay against percentage of CO2 in the fuel for YO2,ox = 0.04 &
0.08 with Tox “ 1540 K

ignition delay in this region increases at a higher order of rO2s than ´1.02. At both
temperatures (for oxygen levels from 4% till 16%), the rO2s

0.8 curve reproduces the
trend in τig closely. Hence it can be observed that for IML the ignition delay is less
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Figure 2.10: Ignition delay against oxygen mass fraction in the oxidizer

sensitive to the oxygen concentration than in homogeneous mixtures and thereby
causing a reduction in the order of oxygen concentration to approximately´0.8.

Influence of trace amounts of higher alkanes

Biogas-like composition considered in the DJHC experiments consists of natural
gas (NG) and CO2. NG was used as an affordable alternative to methane in the bio-
gas experiments [49]. The presence of trace amounts of higher alkanes in NG such
as ethane and propane are known to reduce the ignition delay of methane, wherein
a relatively weak carbon-carbon bond can be thermally split yielding loosely bound
hydrogen atoms in the chain initiation step [86]. The ignition of methane-ethane
blends are studied in homogeneous mixtures by C. Aul et al. [87], which indicated
that addition of ethane to methane results in a large, non-linear effect on reactivity
and thereby ignition delays. Following [49], the presence of higher alkanes in NG
is approximated as 3.7% ethane by volume, with the rest of the composition made
of 81.3% of methane, 14.4% of nitrogen and 0.6% CO2.Figure 2.11 shows the igni-
tion delay comparison for methane and natural gas as the reactive component of
biogas, mixed with various levels of CO2. The ignition delay for NG is 10% lower
than CH4 due to the presence of C2H6, which accelerates the ignition. However,
the addition of CO2 does not show a different interaction with NG than with pure
methane.

Figure 2.12 illustrates the ignition delays in IMLs for methane and natural gas
(NG) over the temperature range 1200-1540 K for YO2,ox of 8%. With a modest
amount of ethane present in the fuel mixture, the ignition is advanced slightly
across the range of temperatures.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of τig for biogas-like compositions using natural gas in-
stead of methane with Tox “ 1540 K and YO2,ox “ 0.08
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of τig against oxidizer temperature for methane and nat-
ural gas for YO2,ox “ 0.08

Sensitivity analysis

In this section, the impact of fuel bound CO2 content on ignition chemistry is ex-
amined in IML. Also the influence of oxidizer temperature on the various methane
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oxidation pathways is evaluated based on reaction sensitivity analysis. The sen-
sitivity of ignition delay to oxidation chemistry of methane and biogas has been
examined in previous studies [64, 87, 88] for homogeneous mixtures at specific
equivalence ratios. From these studies the influence of CO2 on ignition kinetics
is seen to act in two main ways. A first effect is related to the enhancement of the
reverse rate of reaction,

CO ` OH é CO2 ` H (R99)

consuming H radicals which have a positive impact on ignition. The reference to
reaction, R99, stands for the corresponding number of the reaction in the GRI 3.0
mechanism. A second mode of influence is related to the increase in third body
collision efficiencies. The influence of CO2 on ignition was found to be the largest
for a stoichiometric mixture. In the case of IML these equivalence ratios are not
isolated and therefore the influences of chemistry on ignition delay needs to be
more precise. Also the impact of CO2 on ignition or the reasons for the relative ab-
sence of its influence (as seen in previous sections) are investigated. To identify the
chemical reactions which are critical to the ignition of biogas in IML, a sensitivity
analysis is performed. The sensitivity of ignition delay to the reaction chemistry is
examined for oxidizer with 8% O2 and at temperatures of 1200 and 1540 K.

IML ignition delays are computed with 10% increment in individual reaction
coefficient for every reaction in GRI Mech 3.0. From the results, a relative sensitivity
coefficient σ for each reaction in the mechanism is computed as,

σr “
kr
τig

∆τig
∆kr

“
1

τig

τigprkq ´ τig
0.1

, (2.12)

where τigprkq stands for the ignition delay corresponding to a 10% increase in the
reaction rate constant k for reaction rk. A negative value of σ points to enhance-
ment of ignition and a positive σ denotes an inhibitory effect of the reaction. Fig-
ure 2.12 shows the most sensitive reactions in IMLs plotted for fuels CH4 and CH4´

CO2p90%q corresponding to (a) Tox = 1200 K and (b) Tox = 1540 K. It can be seen
that the ignition delay becomes much more sensitive to reactions at lower temper-
atures. The reason for this drop in σ at high temperatures is the presence of higher
amounts of H, OH and O radicals, which play the main role in chain branching
reactions that enhance ignition. Therefore, a 10% change in the most important
chain branching reaction in the ignition of alkanes, R38 [21],

H ` O2 é O ` OH (R38)

results in less than 10% change in the ignition delay. Therefore, the role of chem-
istry to rise temperature by 10 K is relatively lower than in case of a low temperature
mixture. Furthermore, it can be seen that for the range of temperatures considered,
R99, a critical reaction that is important in homogeneous mixtures of biogas, has
no notable influence on the ignition delay. This could be due to the fact that de-
spite containing 90% CO2 in the fuel, at Zmr the CO2 levels are not high enough to
cause a reversal in reaction R99.

Considering the third body collision efficiency aspect of CO2, Fischer and Jiang [71]
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found that the thermal decomposition of methane by means of reaction,

CH4 ` M é CH3 ` H ` M (R52)

becomes crucial for rich homogeneous mixtures in the presence of CO2. In the case
of IMLs however, this reaction shows very low sensitivity, (σ ă 0.3%, this reaction
is therefore not included in the figures comparing the sensitivity coefficients) as
again Zmr is situated in an ultra lean region in mixture fraction space. Hence the
presence of CO2 is seen to be irrelevant on ignition kinetics.

Further, the response of oxidation steps for methane to the oxidizer tempera-
ture is addressed. It can be seen from Figure 2.12 that the chain branching reaction
R38, which plays the most important role in ignition, promotes ignition at Tox =
1540 K and 1200 K. The instantaneous rates for major reactions inhibiting and pro-
moting ignition are plotted as a function of Z in Figure 2.13 for both fuels under
consideration. Although it does not provide direct information on the history of re-
actions, it gives insight into the reaction rates at the time of ignition indicating the
fuels’ stage of oxidation. It can be noted that at 1200 K the heat release is of much
lower magnitude and takes place at much lower mixture fraction than for 1540 K.
As previously discussed in section 3.1.2, this effect is caused by the scalar dissipa-
tion decay in IML. Also methane shows ignition closer to the oxidizer than biogas
(with 10% methane). The reduced availability of methane shifts the heat release to
a region away from the oxidizer.

In the C1 branch for the oxidation of methane, two reaction paths exist for the
conversion of CH3 into CO2 [75, 85],

• CH3 Ñ CH3O Ñ CH2O Ñ HCO Ñ CO Ñ CO2

• CH3 Ñ CH2psq Ñ CH2 Ñ HCO Ñ CO Ñ CO2

R97 and R119, which are among the most ignition promoting reactions in Fig-
ure 2.12, mark the distinct reaction lines for CH3.

OH ` CH3 é CH2pSq ` H2O (R97)

HO2 ` CH3 é OH ` CH3O (R119)

Figure 2.13(a-b) shows the instantaneous rates of R97 and R119 at ignition. From
the plots, the reaction rate of R119 is higher than R97 at 1200 K for both fuels. The
sensitivity coefficients show that ignition is highly promoted by R119 at 1200 K, in
comparison to which R97 shows a lower ignition promoting effect. R119 is known
to be the dominant oxidation step for methyl radical close to ignition [85, 88], pro-
ducing the dominant chain branching radical OH and CH3O, at the same time con-
suming HO2. As for homogeneous mixtures, this reaction is shown to be highly ig-
nition promoting [88]. R119 competes with the chain termination reactions, R87
and R158,

OH ` HO2 é O2 ` H2O (R87)

CH3 ` CH3 ` M é C2H6 ` M (R158)
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competing for HO2 and CH3 respectively. The highest ignition inhibiting effect
(largest positive values of σ) for R87 and R158 at 1200 K highlights the significance
of reaction R119 in the case of IML as well. Furthermore, the ignition inhibiting
reactions mainly show one characteristic, that is the formation of HO2, feeding re-
action R87 at 1200 K.

The ignition promoting reactions with highest σ indicate dominance of the sec-
ond reaction line in the C1 branch. At Tox = 1540 K, R97 has a higher reaction rate
than R119 and has a higher ignition promoting effect in comparison. Here the in-
hibitory effect of chemistry on ignition becomes much smaller in general and the
inhibitory influence of HO2 forming reactions are seen to be diminished. Further
down the pathway, the reaction R290

CH2 ` O2 é H ` H ` CO2 (R290)

shows maximum sensitivity. Furthermore, Figure 2.13(a-b) shows that the peaks
of R97 and R290 are aligned at both temperatures to the HRR peak, whereas the
peak of R119 is offset to the richer side at high temperature. At high temperatures,
shorter τig cause ignition to occur under high χ (Figure 2.7), which favors diffu-
sion to the richer side, hence shifting the peaks of reactive species. Here R97 shows
lesser influence of χ as compared to R119. This suggests that R97 is a more signif-
icant route of oxidation for methyl radical at high temperature and scalar dissipa-
tion rate.

The subsequent oxidation of CH2pSq results in the formation of formyl radical
and its conversion to CO could take place following the reaction pathways R167
and R168 [89],

HCO ` M é H ` CO ` M (167)

HCO ` O2 é HO2 ` CO (168)

Figure 2.12(b) shows that R167 promotes ignition whereas R168 has a high inhibitory
effect on ignition as it produces the chain terminating radical HO2. Figure 2.13(c-d)
shows that R168 has a high reaction rate than R158 and R87 which are the most ig-
nition inhibiting reactions at 1200 K. The relative increase in the influence of HCO
oxidation at 1540 K suggests that the ignition is more sensitive to the terminal steps
of methyl oxidation at high temperatures.

From the observations comparing ignition chemistry at 1200 K and 1540 K in
Figure 2.13, it can be suggested that following the main chain branching reaction
R38, at 1200 K the ignition is promoted by the methyl oxidation route R119 and in-
hibited by R87 and R158. R97 promotes ignition better at 1540 K and the inhibitory
effect of HO2 producing reactions on ignition are at bare minimum here. The shift
in the most sensitive reaction pathways across temperatures indicate the stage of
flame development at which ignition is attained. In the case of IML, for both oxi-
dizer temperatures considered, the influence of CO2 on ignition sensitivity can be
attributed to the heat capacity of CO2 rather than its chemical depletion of the O/H
radical pool which is critical for ignition as seen in homogeneous mixtures. There-
fore it is shown here that fuel bound CO2 is irrelevant to the ignition chemistry. The
sensitivity coefficients for methane oxidation steps show that in a non-premixed
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environment the reaction pathways change their sensitivities with respect to the
oxidizer temperature.

2.4 Conclusion

The ignition of methane and biogas in unsteady reaction-diffusion layers (IML) was
investigated. In contrast with previous studies on the ignition of biogas in homo-
geneous mixtures [71], the current study shows that the addition of CO2 has little
influence on ignition delay in non-premixed mode. The largest influence of CO2

addition is found in the flame spreading rate, that is, an increment in CO2 level
leads to a slower growth of the flame across the mixture fraction space. The dif-
ferences between the ignition in a spatial mixing layer and a counterflow setup are
also studied. Against ICF, IML shows increased ignition delay due to high initial
scalar dissipation rate. It is shown in the results that in a non-premixed MILD envi-
ronment, the properties of the hot oxidizer impart a far more significant influence
on ignition delay than the inert components in biogas. A sensitivity analysis of igni-
tion delay with respect to CO2 levels in biogas shows weak relative sensitivity with
respect to reactions involving any of the fuel components.

The results from the current study are important for modeling turbulent MILD
combustion of biogas. This holds especially for of a Jet-in-Hot-Coflow burner where
the turbulent mixing of fuel with the hot coflow leads to pockets of ignition, which
stabilizes the flame. With respect to MILD combustion in practical applications,
further investigation is required to understand the role of product recirculation,
interaction of multiple mixing layers, higher dimensional effects and turbulence
on the ignition of biogas in non-premixed systems. The influence of turbulence on
non-premixed ignition was reviewed by Mastorakos [90]. An increase in the CO2

content in biogas increases Zmr, and therefore may enhance the effects of turbu-
lence on ignition. The results from the current IML study helps in explaining the
experimental findings in DJHC experiments with biogas, that a higher level of CO2

in the fuel may not affect the ignition delay and thereby the lift-off height of the
flame.
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(a) Tox = 1200 K

(b) Tox = 1540 K

Figure 2.12: Relative sensitivity of τig for methane and biogas with 90% CO2.
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Figure 2.13: Reaction rates of selected (a,b) ignition promoting reactions and (c,d)
ignition inhibiting reactions in IML at t “ τig, the instantaneous heat release rates
are plotted in dashed lines.
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Chapter 3

FGM modeling of autoigniting non-premixed
systems

Abstract

This paper introduces a new method to formulate reaction progress variables for
the application of FGM in combustion systems. The method involves a multi-
objective optimization to find a reaction progress variable that accurately re-
produces complex reactive phenomenon of interest. In our current research, the
method is applied to igniting non-premixed flames. The optimized progress vari-
able combinations are evaluated for their accuracy in reproducing detailed chem-
istry results for the ignition of hydrocarbon fuels. Comparisons are made against
conventional progress variable formulations used in literature. The current ap-
proach takes into consideration the table resolution and error reduction for the
application of FGM in combustion problems. Methods that rely on maximizing
the smoothness of the manifold or ensuring monotonic increase in progress vari-
ables alone are shown to be insufficient to capture ignition. The possibility of
optimizing the progress variable with emphasis on accurately resolving a partic-
ular zone or phase of combustion, such as ignition, while maintaining minimum
data loss is demonstrated. Through its application in a number of igniting coun-
terflow flames, the effectiveness of the current method is verified. Progress vari-
ables optimized using specific flame databases are shown to accurately reproduce
the ignition delays even with moderate variations in boundary conditions of the
respective flames.

This paper closely follows by “A novel method to automate FGM progress variable
with application to igniting combustion systems” Vasavan et al. [91].

3.1 Introduction

The combustion in a non-premixed configuration is a complex process involving
ignition of a cold fuel mixture in the presence of an often oxygen lean coflow with
a temperature above the ignition temperature. With the coflow being hot and di-
luted, the oxidizer mixture contains a high amount of product gases and traces of
radical species, to which the ignition and thereby flame stabilization is sensitive.
For stabilized turbulent jet flames and bluff body stabilized flames, models based
on steady flamelets have been successfully used in the past [92–95]. In such cases,
the interaction of hydrodynamic strain and chemistry plays a significant role in the
stabilization and structure of the flame, where an assumption of locally laminar
flamelets being embedded in a turbulent flow field holds well. For computational
simulation of MILD combustion, ignition has a crucial role in flame stabilization
as found in detailed numerical and experimental studies [50, 96, 97]. Unsteady
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flamelet models based on igniting flamelets have been used in LES simulations of
lifted JHC flames [56, 98], which capture the flame lift-off heights in the vitiated
coflow burner of Cabra et al. [99] and the Delft JHC burner [43]. In methods based
on non-premixed flamelets, the mixture fraction Z serves as a primary controlling
variable that represents laminar mixing in a two stream problem or equivalence
ratio in case of partially premixed flamelets. A reaction progress variable Y is used
to describe combustion progress and is used as the second controlling parameter
for tabulating a manifold that is constructed from the laminar unsteady flamelets.
It is then assumed that the obtained composition-space trajectories, which can be
tabulated as a function of progress variable and parameters representative of the
fresh gases’ composition, possess a sufficiently high generic character to be ap-
plied to turbulent flames. The essential requirement for a progress variable is to
have monotonic variation from a non-reactive state of the mixture to its maximum
value at the completion or attainment of a steady state of chemical reactions. The
reaction progress variable is usually formulated as a linear combination of reac-
tive species, which makes it straight forward to solve a transport equation when
applied in a combustion simulation. Various formulations of the progress variable
have been employed in literature which are mostly manually selected, comprised
of the mass fractions of major product species and significant radical species. A
couple of examples for progress variables from literature are,

Y1 “ YCO2 ` YH2O ` YCO ` YH2 , (3.1)

used by Ihme & Pitsch [100], Yu & Kurose [101]

Y2 “ YCO2
` YCO, (3.2)

used by Fiorina et al. [102]
However, the major product species may exhibit non-monotonic changes in

various cases, leading to non-monotonicity of the progress variable. Therefore ad-
hoc formulations may not always provide an optimal outcome in application. De-
veloping a generic approach for the formulation of a progress variable for practical
applications therefore remains an open-ended problem.

A method for the regularization of progress variable was proposed by Ihme et
al. [103] enforcing the constraint of monotonic variation in progress variable to ob-
tain an optimal formulation, which was applied in 1D diffusion flames. However,
this approach did not address the efficiency of the progress variable in reproducing
phenomena like ignition, which is of paramount significance for FGM applications
in igniting non-premixed systems such as MILD JHCs. Niu et al. [104] developed
a method for optimization of the progress variable using a constrained gradient
minimization approach. For the ignition of homogeneous mixtures and premixed
flames the constrained gradient minimization method was shown to yield effective
single progress variable formulations.

The current study starts by examining the application of this gradient mini-
mization method to the case of a non-premixed Igniting Mixing Layer (IML). This
method relies on solving a constrained linear optimization problem. The formu-
lation of these linear constraint equations are described in the following section.
However, this method proves to be increasingly complex to solve as the number
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of linear constraint equations of progress variable change increases. As the linear
programming problem becomes larger, it may contain many constraints which in-
duce infeasibility. The application of a branch and bound approach [104] to avoid
the constraints causing infeasibility is highly time consuming as the number of
nodes in a branching tree becomes very large. Furthermore, there may not be a
linear combination of reactive species that preserves monotonicity over the entire
domain in a non-premixed system. To the authors’ knowledge there exists no lit-
erature on the optimization of progress variable in a non-premixed system, which
preserves the monotonicity of progress variable in the entire thermochemical do-
main. On the other hand, optimizing for smoothness of the manifold without con-
straints on the progress variable increment can result in loss of data due to non-
monotonicity and may therefore be far from ideal for practical purposes. During its
application, an FGM is tabulated onto a grid with predetermined spacing along the
individual control variables. This discrete representation introduces an interpola-
tion error, which needs to be minimized for optimal accuracy. In the current study,
a new multi-objective optimization (MOOP) method for progress variable formu-
lation is presented, which mitigates a) the loss of thermochemical information and
b) the loss of accuracy due to interpolation errors. The MOOP method minimizes
data loss by selecting a progress variable that is monotonic in an as large as possible
area of the parameter space. However, the monotonicity of the progress variable is
not maximized at any cost in this method, because enforcing monotonicity to max-
imal extent may result in increased interpolation errors in certain areas of the pa-
rameter space. Therefore, additional optimization objectives are introduced that
minimize interpolation errors in specific areas of interest. These areas are user-
defined and need to be well resolved to accurately predict parameters of interest
such as ignition delay, flame speed, or pollutant emission. By adding these objec-
tives, an optimized progress variable is obtained which yields accurate predictions
of desired quantities, at the cost of losing monotonicity in regions of the parameter
space that are less relevant.

The MOOP method can be applied to any kind of flamelet table, whether it is
based on homogeneous reactors, premixed flamelets or non-premixed flamelets.
However, in the present study it will be applied to non-premixed igniting flames,
for which ignition delay is the main parameter of interest. Therefore, next to non-
monotonicity, the interpolation error in the source term of the progress variable
during the induction phase of ignition is minimized. The effectiveness of the op-
timized progress variables is evaluated for a number of test cases involving non-
premixed ignition of methane and n-dodecane in high temperature environments.

In the next sections the multi-objective optimization approach for the selection
of progress variable is explained, followed by results of optimization performed for
three cases of igniting non-premixed flames that are well studied in literature.

3.2 Method

Unlike homogeneous mixtures, the ignition in partially premixed systems is af-
fected by convective and diffusive transport across the ignition front. The ignition
in a non-premixed system adds further complexity to homogeneous ignition as it
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is affected by the convective and diffusive transport of reactants across mixture
fractions. Therefore, a one-dimensional IML configuration considered here serves
as a generic example that offers a broader problem definition encompassing the
computational strategies for applying the new optimization approach in igniting
flames.

An IML is the simplest physical representation of an igniting non-premixed
combustion system [56, 58, 77, 78]. The IML configuration as considered here has
an exponentially decaying scalar dissipation field and thereby incorporates the si-
multaneous reactive and diffusive processes on ignition. The computational pro-
cedure for generating the IML is explained in [58], for a range of boundary condi-
tions as given in Tables 3.1 & 3.2. The degree of mixing in the IML is represented
using Bilger’s definition of mixture fraction Z, which is given as,

Z “
0.5M´1

H rZH ´ ZH,2s ` 2M´1
C rZC ´ ZC,2s ´M

´1
O rZO ´ ZO,2s

0.5M´1
H rZH,1 ´ ZH,2s ` 2M´1

C rZC,1 ´ ZC,2s ´M
´1
O rZO,1 ´ ZO,2s

. (3.3)

The general formulation of progress variable Y is given by a weighted linear
combination of the reactive species as,

Y “
Nsp
ÿ

i“1

αiYi (3.4)

where Yi is the mass fraction of the ith species,Nsp the total number of species and
αi the corresponding weighting coefficient for the ith species. The values of αi are
constant in space and time. In the IML simulations Y and Yi are discrete functions
of space and time which are represented as

Y “ Yptk, xjq (3.5)

and

Yi “ Yipt
k, xjq, (3.6)

where tk is the time step, that varies from k “ 1, Nt, withNt being the total number
of time steps, and xj is the spatial coordinate that varies from j “ 1, Nx where Nx
is the total number of spatial points in the IML.

For an optimal definition of progress variable, the values of αi have to meet the
following criteria [103–105] :

1. The progress variable should evolve monotonically along the chemical tra-
jectories, so that the thermochemical coordinates in the flamelets maintain a
one-to-one relationship with the progress variable.

2. The gradients in species concentrations with respect to the progress variable
should be minimal, which reduces interpolation errors during lookup.

It follows from 1 & 2 that, during the application of FGM, the interpolation and
inversion of database control variables should incur minimal errors. However, in
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practice the database is constructed along a structured manifold mesh, where the
grid resolution in progress variable definition is predetermined.

The IML data that is distributed along spatial coordinates is first remapped onto
a grid of normalized mixture fraction Z transforming Yiptk, xjq Ñ Yipt

k, Zlq, where
l “ 1, NZ , with NZ being the number of mixture fraction grid points. Any point Zl

in the mixture fraction grid is given by,

Zl “

ˆ

l ´ 1

NZ ´ 1

˙c

(3.7)

The grid used in the current study is in the range [0,1] with NZ “ 300. Here c is
an exponent of constant value that is manually chosen to resolve regions of impor-
tance in mixture fraction space. In the current study, a value of c “ 2 is used to
adequately resolve the region of low mixture fraction as the ignition starts at very
low values of mixture fraction for cases with a hot oxidizer [58].

First, a gradient minimization algorithm is evaluated using the method devel-
oped by Niu et al. [104], which defines an optimum progress variable as the one
with the minimum slope of any species against Y . This method assumes that there
is a solution for αi that yields a monotonic progress variable. However, this is not
generally true. In [104] the optimization is posed as a maximization problem by
using the inverse of the slope as the objective, which is given by

y “ max

˜

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

∆Y
∆Yi

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

k,l
¸

: k P 1, 2, ...Nt ´ 1; l P 2, 3, ...NZ ´ 1 (3.8)

where,

∆Y “
Nsp
ÿ

i“1

αi∆Yi . (3.9)

and y corresponds to the inverse of the highest value of the slope of any species
(i “ 1, 2, .., Nsp) against the local progress variable change anywhere in the domain.
∆ stands for the temporal change in the quantity at a constant Z, which is given as,

∆Yi “ Yi
`

tk`1, Zl
˘

´ Yi
`

tk, Zl
˘

(3.10)

A set of linear constraints is imposed at every ptk, Zlq to ensure monotonic incre-
ment in progress variable, as well as to limit the local maximum slope lower than
the global maximum yk,li :

řNsp

i“1 αi∆Yi
| ∆Yi |max

´ y ą 0 (3.11)

where

| ∆Yi |max“ max t| ∆Y1 |, | ∆Y2 |, ... | ∆Ysp |u . (3.12)

The total number of constraint equations amounts to pNZ ´ 2q ˆ pNt ´ 1q where
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NZ is the total number of grid points in Z and Nt the total number of time steps.
The boundaries of mixture fraction domain are omitted as there are no changes in
species mass fractions at these locations.

Using the MATLAB linear programming toolbox, the system of linear constraint
equations were solved to obtain the values of αi for maximizing the variable y. The
upper and lower bounds of αi were set to ˘105. Increasing this limit did not im-
prove the optimal solution. However, for the IML case under consideration this ap-
proach did not yield a feasible solution for αi, i.e. a progress variable that is mono-
tonically increasing at all points in mixture fraction space was not found. Hence
for non-premixed flamelets, the existence of a linear combination of species that
satisfies the monotonicity criteria needs to be challenged.

A second optimization approach developed by Ihme et al. [103] makes use of a
penalty term for non-monotonic points, which is integrated over the set of flamelets
to obtain a cost function. The values of αi are optimized for a minimum value of
the cost function, i.e. for the lowest occurrence of non-monotonicity. The advan-
tage of this method is that it does not depend on the assumption of existence of
an αi vector that ensures monotonic evolution of the progress variable everywhere
in the domain, but obtains a definition for the progress variable that is monotonic
to the maximum extent. However, this approach did not specifically take into con-
sideration the accurate prediction of ignition delays in non-premixed systems and
was also not verified for such test cases yet.

3.2.1 New optimization approach

Based on observations from both methods discussed above, the current optimiza-
tion approach aims to maximize the monotonicity of progress variable, as well as
to minimize the inaccuracy in predicting the ignition delay when FGM is applied
in combustion systems. Considering the maximum monotonicity of progress vari-
able as an objective for optimization, it will be possible to determine whether the
progress variable is monotonic in important regions in the Z ´Y space such as the
region of ignition or any other important region depending on the critical physi-
cal phenomena to be captured by the database. To estimate the monotonicity, the
species mass fractions have to be mapped on a normalized scale of time that evenly
resolves fast and slow thermochemical processes. The normalization of time is
readily available from the index of the output time step, which corresponds to ev-
ery 10 computational time steps of the detailed chemistry simulations. The use of
variable time stepping ensures an adequate resolution of fast and slow timescales.
Therefore, at every output time step and for every point in Z, the monotonicity of
progress variable is evaluated as

∆Yk,l “
Nsp
ÿ

i“1

αiYi
`

tk`1, Zl
˘

´

Nsp
ÿ

i“1

αiYi
`

tk, Zl
˘

ą ε ě 0 (3.13)

where ε is a threshold value, to omit points with nearly no change in Y from being
counted as non-monotonic, which is given by

ε “
`

YNt,l ´ Y0,l
˘

ˆ 10´10 (3.14)
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The first objective for optimization accounting for the monotonicity of the progress
variable is written as

εp1q “
1

pNt ´ 1qpNZ ´ 2q

”

pNt ´ 1qpNZ ´ 2q ´ ΣNt´1
k“1 ΣNZ´1

l“2 Ωk,l
ı

(3.15)

where

Ωk,l “

#

0, if ∆Yk,l ă ε

1, if ∆Yk,l ě ε
(3.16)

On tabulating the flamelet data as FGM lookup table, the temporal reaction tra-
jectories are remapped along the progress variable for every mixture fraction coor-
dinate. However, the a-posteriori reconstruction of time dependent flamelets us-
ing FGM, depends on the time integral of the source term of progress variable 9ωY ,
along with the transport terms in the progress variable transport equation. For ex-
ample in a purely reactive-diffusive IML, with the assumption of Lei “ 1 for every
species, the transport equation for Y is given by

BY
Bt
“ χ

B2Y
BZ2

` 9ωY (3.17)

where χ is the scalar dissipation rate. It is clear from 3.17 that the accurate repro-
duction of the time integral of 9ωY from detailed chemistry simulation is critical for
an accurate reproduction of ignition delay in a-posteriori simulation of IML using
FGM.

For convenience of representation, the time integral of 9ωY till ignition can be
denoted as the change Y from unburnt state Yu till ignition Yig although it is not
exact due to the transport terms in the scalar conservation equation. This quantity
is written as ∆Yig from here on, which is given as

ż τig

0

9ωY dt “ Yig ´ Yu “ ∆Yig (3.18)

where τig is the ignition delay.
In the current study, the progress variable grid Ym,l is defined in the range [Y1,l

YNY ,l], with the total number of grid pointsNY = 300, and a grid distribution based
on an exponent value c “ 2 in order to adequately resolve the region with low values
of Y , where the thermochemical events leading to ignition take place. The flamelet
data will be interpolated along the Y grid transforming Y ptk, Zlq Ñ Y pYm, Zlq and
ωYpt

k, Zlq Ñ ωYpYm, Zlq, where m “ 1, NY .
As the flamelet data is interpolated along a predetermined Y grid, the time in-

tegral of 9ωY before and after interpolation along Y has to be the same to yield same
τig. In practice this is not the case. Figure 3.1 shows an example of the linear in-
terpolation errors of ωY for an FGM table. The dashed line shows the actual value
of progress variable source term ωY for progress variable Y1, normalized with the
initial value of ω1. The circles indicate the interpolated values of 9ωY on a prede-
termined Y grid in the FGM table. The solid line corresponds to the values of the
same normalized 9ωY , but estimated by a linear look-up procedure based on the
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interpolated points. Note that the solid line appears to be curved because time is
presented in log scale along the x-axis. The difference between the area under the
curve for solid and dashed lines results in an overestimation of reaction progress
which leads to a shorter ignition delay during application of this FGM database.

Therefore, a second objective for optimization is devised to minimize the error
while the progress variable is interpolated on a Y grid of a given resolution. The
loss of accuracy can be assessed by comparing ∆Yig with ∆gYig which is the time
integral of ωY over the linear lookup values on the Y grid.

From the flamelet data ∆Yig is computed using the trapezoidal rule, i.e.

∆Yig “

Ntig´1
ÿ

k“1

9ωk,lY ` 9ωk`1,l
Y

2
∆tk, (3.19)

where Ntig is the time step index for the ignited flamelet. The progress variable
source term, ωY is evaluated at every time step as

9ωk,lY “

Nsp
ÿ

m“1

αi 9ωk,li (3.20)

Similarly, ∆gYig is evaluated as

∆gYig “

NYig´1
ÿ

m“1

9ωm,lY ` 9ωm`1,l
Y

2
∆tm, (3.21)

where NYig is the nearest progress variable grid point, and ∆tm the interpolated
time step. Considering the nearest Y grid point to ignition introduces an error,
tNYig,l need not be the same as tNtig,l. With an adequately refined Y grid at the
region of ignition, this error was found to be negligible when compared with total
error in estimating the area under the curve. The relative error δ in estimating ∆Yig

is given as

δ “
∆Yig ´∆gYig

∆Yig
(3.22)

Thus the second objective for optimization is to minimize the relative error in δ
on the interpolation of Y for all values of mixture fraction, which is given by

εp2q “
NZ2
ÿ

l“NZ1

δl (3.23)

where NZ1 and NZ2 are Z grid indices defining a mixture fraction interval of inter-
est. For the cases considered here, NZ1 and NZ2 correspond to Z “ 0 and Z “ 2Zst

respectively, as ignition of hydrocarbon fuels in hot oxidizer is barely dependent
on chemistry at the fuel side of mixture fraction space. Equation 3.23 is further
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Figure 3.1: An example of interpolation error in ωY along the stoichiometric mix-
ture fraction for an FGM database for an IML simulation. The dashed line corre-
sponds to the actual value of progress variable source term 9ωY , while the solid line
represents the estimated value of the variable by a rectilinear look up method.

rewritten as

εp2q “
NZ2
ÿ

l“NZ1

řNtig´1
k“1

9ωk,l
Y ` 9ωk`1,l

Y
2 ∆tk ´

řNYig´1
m“1

9ωm,l
Y ` 9ωm`1,l

Y
2 ∆tm

řNtig´1
k“1

9ωk,l
Y ` 9ωk`1,l

Y
2 ∆tk

(3.24)

The multi objective optimization is performed using the Genetic Algorithm (GA)
toolbox in MATLAB. The solutions are plotted on a Pareto front, and the healthi-
est α vector is chosen as the one with maximum monotonicity over the domain.
The upper and lower bounds for αi are limited to˘105. The objective function tol-
erance is set to be 10´3, over a maximum number of generations Nsp ˆ 200. The
optimization terminates when the average relative change in the spread of Pareto
solutions is less than 10´3. The solution procedure can be made faster by reduc-
ing the dimension of the problem space. Species involving nitrogen and argon are
omitted from the current optimization procedure and their weights are assumed
to be zero as they are inactive in the combustion and inclusion of them did not
vary the current results to any significance. Three different igniting non-premixed
flames are studied, namely,

1. The vitiated coflow flame of Cabra et al. [40]

2. The Delft Jet in Hot Coflow flame by Oldenhof et al. [42]

3. ECN Spray-A using n-dodecane as fuel [106].

The computational set up used for generating unsteady 1D flames is summarized
in Table 3.1. Table 3.2 summarizes the boundary conditions of the three cases. The
computations are performed using the one-dimensional flame code CHEM1D [81].
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Table 3.1: Summary of computational set up

Parameter Values
Spatial domain [-1 : 1] cm
Number of grid points 500 (with adaptive grid refinement)
Time step Variable time stepping [10´8 : 10´4] s
Ambient pressure 1 bar for cases 1&2, 6 bar for case 3.
Reaction mechanism GRI-Mech [72] for cases 1&2,

Yao mechanism [107] for case 3.
Transport model Unity Lewis number based

Table 3.2: Boundary conditions for 1D simulations of Cabra, DJHC and ECN Spray
- A experiments

Cabra DJHC - I ECN Spray - A
Parameter Fuel Oxidizer Fuel Ox 1 Ox 2 Ox 3 Fuel Oxidizer
Temperature 320 K 1350 K 450 K 1380 K 1185 K 1525 K 320 K 900 K
XH2

ˆ 10´7 - 1.1 - 1.1 0.047 15 - -
XH ˆ 10´9 - 96 - 1.3 0.011 29 - -
XO ˆ 10´7 - 180 - 2.0 0.052 12 - -
XO2 0.15 0.12 - 0.075 0.070 0.048 - 0.15
XOH ˆ 10´5 - 20 - 1.9 0.22 7.4 - -
XH2O - 0.15 - 0.089 0.12 0.12 - 0.036
XHO2

ˆ 10´8 - 450 - 3.4 0.58 8.5 - -
XN2

0.52 0.73 0.15 0.79 0.74 0.76 - 0.752
XCO2

- - - 0.045 0.064 0.063 - 0.062
XCH4 0.33 0.0003 0.85 - - - - -
XnC12H26 - - - - - - 1.00 -

3.3 Results and Discussion

This section consists of comparisons of detailed chemistry and FGM based ignit-
ing non-premixed flames of the three aforementioned test cases. In section 3.1 a
detailed analysis of optimized progress variables is made for the Cabra flame. Sub-
sequently the main results are discussed for cases 2 and 3 in sections 3.2 and 3.3,
respectively.

3.3.1 Application in Cabra vitiated coflow flame

The progress variable optimization results are presented for a 1D IML of the Cabra
vitiated coflow system, at a strain rate of 10/s. The evolution of the temperature
profile in this IML is shown in Figure 3.2. The IML has an unsteady gradient in
scalar dissipation rate that decays from the initial high value towards a steady state
at strain rate of 10/s as shown here.

Considering two widely used progress variable formulations, Y1 andY2 see Eq. 3.1
and Eq. 3.2 for the tabulation of the thermochemical information in the IML, the
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Figure 3.2: The evolution of temperature profile in an IML of the Cabra vitiated
coflow system.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Contour plots of temperature rise, ∆T “ pT k,l ´ T 1,lq along each point
in Z space, also showing the monotonicity of two conventional ad-hoc progress
variable definitions (a) Y2, and (b) Y1. The blanked areas indicate regions where
the progress variable change is non-monotonic.

loss of data is visualized. Figure 3.3 shows the contour plots of temperature rise ∆T
with respect to initial temperature evaluated at constant Z over the computational
time [0, 0.02] s for (a) Y2 and (b) Y1. Here ∆T is given by

∆T “ pT k,l ´ T 1,lq. (3.25)
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Figure 3.4: Pareto front of solutions for αi obtained from the multiobjective op-
timization for progress variable weights in case 1. The plot shows the fitness of
solutions with respect to either of the objectives εp1q and εp2q.

The blanked regions in the plots indicate the loss of thermochemical information
due to non-monotonicity in the progress variables while applying these conven-
tional progress variable definitions. Y2 shows a greater loss of data when compared
with Y1. This implies that except for the representation of the peak CO2 and CO,
Y2 is a poor choice to represent the reaction progress for the case under consid-
eration when compared against Y1. Both Y1 and Y2 show monotonic behavior in
regions with ∆T Æ 500 K. Therefore, they must be able to reproduce the ignition
delay although the accuracy of this will depend upon the estimation of the values
of ωY .

Figure 3.4 shows the set of solutions ofαi following the multiobjective optimiza-
tion method. The optimization is terminated when the spread of Pareto solutions is
less than the objective function tolerance, i.e. the final seven pareto solutions have
a lower spread than an objective tolerance of 10´3. The best solution according to
εp1q is marked on the plot as “αi opt-εp1q”, for εp2q it is “αi opt-εp2q” and for the knee
point, “αi opt” respectively. The first objective εp1q is minimized to zero at the left
extremity of the Pareto front, indicating a possible progress variable definition that
is monotonous everywhere in the domain for the IML under investigation. A mini-
mum non-zero interpolation error is shown to remain even at the cost of 5.5% loss
of data. The minimum interpolation error of approximately 0.05% might be limited
by the Y grid resolution considered here. A solution for αi from the knee point of
the Pareto front is chosen as the optimum, as going to any other point can result in
decreasing either of the objectives. The progress variable computed based on the
knee point values of αi will be referred to as Yopt from here onwards. The values for
the three sets of αi are given in Appendix 1.

Figure 3.5 shows the contours of source term for Yopt in (a) the Z ´Y plane and
(b) ∆T contours, with blanked areas to represent the regions of non-monotonic
variation inY . TheωY contours appear smooth. Although there is a non-monotonic
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Contour plots of (a) source term of the optimized progress variable and
(b) the corresponding ∆T .

(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Progress variable source ωY{ω1 as a function of time t for (a) Z “ 0.5Zst

and (b) Z “ Zst for t “ r0, τigs. Conventional progress variable combinations Y1

and Y2 are compared against an optimal progress variable Yopt.

region present in the top left corner of the plot, it is located away from the region
of ignition as expected from the optimization routine.

Figure 3.6 shows ωY{ω1 curves versus t for Y1, Y2 and Yopt for two points in mix-
ture fraction space, 0.5Zst and Zst. The dashed lines represent the original flamelet
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of ignition delay predictions for conventional and opti-
mized progress variable combinations.

points and the circles show the values using interpolation to the Y grid, where
ω1 “ ωYpt “ 0q to normalize the plots. The conventional progress variables re-
quire a higher resolution of the Y grid to represent the strong curvature of ωY . Also
it has to be noticed that fewer points from the detailed chemistry data are captured
withY1 andY2, with«5 interpolated points within the time of ignition whereasYopt

shows a higher number of grid points within the same duration. A smaller number
of grid points in the case of conventional progress variables within the same time
span indicates a lower growth in the progress variable, yielding a lower resolution
of the pre-ignition regime compared to Yopt. The interpolated curve shows a large
difference from the flamelet data in case ofY1 andY2, which may lead to inaccurate
ignition delay predictions.

Figure 3.7 shows a comparison of maximum temperature Tmax against time for
simulation of an IML using detailed chemistry and FGM. The progress variables
Y1 and Y2 are considered here along with Yopt obtained for this case. From the
comparisons, Yopt reproduces the Tmax curves to the best accuracy out of the three.
The difference in ignition delay prediction for the three cases is negligible although
it was shown that the formulation of Y has an influence on the interpolation error
during the estimation of ωY .

In Fig. 3.7 for t ą 0.007 s, Y2 shows a flat profile due to non-monotonicity in
progress variable. Y1 predicts the highest temperature and deviates from the de-
tailed chemistry result, indicating that the non-monotonicity here occurs simul-
taneously with the peak in temperature. The optimized progress variable shows a
perfect reproduction of Tmax from the detailed chemistry result. Although Y1 and
Y2 predict the ignition delay with a good accuracy, compared to Yopt they start to
deviate from the detailed chemistry result after ignition. Further, the peak values of
tabulated species are compared for the progress variable formulations under con-
sideration.

Figure 3.8 shows the evolution of peak values of (a) CO2, a major product species
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: Results of IML simulations using detailed chemistry and FGM with dif-
ferent Y definitions. The maximum mass fractions of (a) CO2 and (b) OH are plot-
ted against time.

and (b) OH, a radical species critical to ignition, for IML. The trends in peak CO2

are similar to that of peak temperature in Figure 3.7. Large deviations are shown
in the final value of OH, clearly indicating the points where the non-monotonicity
sets in. Thus in cases with Y1 and Y2 the final values of peak OH are seen to de-
viate from the actual value, while Yopt reproduces the evolution of peak OH mass
fraction accurately.

Figure 3.9 shows the comparison of best progress variable selections from the
two optimization objectives considered. Here Yopt´εp1q corresponds to the least
value of the objective εp1q on the Pareto front of optimized solutions and Yopt´εp2q

corresponds to the least value of εp2q. The three progress variables predict the igni-
tion accurately, with Yopt´εp2q showing the effect of over-optimizing εp2q at the cost
of monotonicity after ignition. Therefore the αi solutions on the left branch of the
Pareto front, which are optimized increasingly for εp1q, give a better overall results
in the current analysis.

To study the effect of scalar dissipation rate profile on ignition delay, the Cabra
flame is simulated as an Igniting Counterflow Flame (ICF) [79] with the same bound-
ary conditions as IML, using detailed chemistry and FGM. ICF has a different initial
profile and evolution of scalar dissipation rate than IML. In contrast to IML, the re-
active process in ICF starts from a steady non-reacting counterflow solution with
an applied strain rate, where the time dependent changes in scalar dissipation rate
are not considered. Thereby the comparison of IML and ICF simulations shows
the influence of a decaying scalar dissipation rate on the accuracy of ignition de-
lay prediction while using an optimized progress variable. Figure 3.10(a) shows the
evolution of spatial profile of temperature in an ICF and Figure 3.10(b) shows the
corresponding ignition curves with respect to Tmax. In contrast to IML, the differ-
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Figure 3.9: Tmax as a function of time for IML. A comparison of optimized progress
variables from the extremities and knee point of the Pareto front is presented here.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: (a) The evolution of temperature profile in an ICF of the Cabra vitiated
coflow system with a strain rate, a “ 10´1 s and (b) the comparison of ignition
delays in the ICF using different progress variable definitions.

ence in ignition delay becomes more evident for ICF as the temporal evolution of
the reaction progress relies more on the the accuracy of the predicted source terms
than the transport of Y . Here, the conventional progress variables show ignition
slightly earlier than the detailed chemistry, while Yopt reproduces the Tmax curve
very accurately.
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Figure 3.11: Ignition delay of ICFs as a function of strain rate computed using de-
tailed chemistry and FGM table based on IML with different progress variables.

3.3.2 Application of IML based FGM in ICF

It is interesting to investigate how accurate the ignition delay predictions are when
an IML based FGM database is used to simulate generic non-premixed ignition
scenarios, and to what extent the progress variables play a role in predicting the
ignition delays. Therefore, a test of progress variables is devised, to evaluate the
efficiency of an optimized progress variable when used in an FGM database con-
structed from an IML, to simulate a range of ICFs at different strain rates. ICFs
with strain rates evenly spaced between 0.1 to 300/s on a logarithmic scale are sim-
ulated using detailed chemistry and FGM tables with different progress variables.
Manually chosen progress variables Y1, Y1, and the optimized definitions Yopt´εp1q,
Yopt´εp2q, and Yopt are considered here for comparison. Figure 3.11 shows the trend
in ignition delay of ICFs at different strain rates. The ignition delay τig is evaluated
as the time at which ∆T “ 10 K. Among the conventional progress variable formu-
lations, Y1 shows a good approximation of ignition delays across the range of strain
rates, especially at the high strain rates, which is increasingly dominated by the
transport effects compared to the ignition chemistry. The optimized progress vari-
ables show better overall agreement especially at low strain rates, with Yopt bridg-
ing the a ´ τig curves of Yopt´εp1q and Yopt´εp1q. On one hand a good agreement
between detailed chemistry and FGM IML results shows the flexibility of an IML
FGM table to predict the ignition delays for varying strain rates and on the other,
the flexibility is shown to be dependent on the choice of progress variable from the
Pareto front of optimal solutions.

3.3.3 Application in DJHC flame

An ideal progress variable needs to be flexible across moderate variations in bound-
ary conditions so that it can be used to construct a higher dimensional FGM, for
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: The peak mass fractions of (a) CO2 and (b) OH plotted against time for
YO2,ox = 0.084, and Tox = 1382 K. The optimized and conventional progress variable
formulations are compared here.

instance with heat loss or oxidizer dilution. The DJHC flame provides a test case
for varying boundary temperature and oxidizer levels. The DJHC burner consists
of a coflow jet that has a radially nonuniform oxygen and temperature distribution,
with the lowest temperatures at the periphery of inner and outer bounding surfaces
of the coflow jet, along which thermal boundary layers are present [42]. The highest
coflow temperatures are observed at about half the radial distance. Similarly, the
oxygen distribution shows a trend inverse to that of temperature. Assuming IMLs
to represent the reactive-diffusive ignition of a fuel parcels issued from the central
fuel jet, a range of ignition delays can be expected. For modeling chemistry in LES
of DJHC, FGM tables based on IML flamelets have been used by Abtahizadeh et
al. [108] using a manually selected Y .

The current progress variable optimization method is used on an IML with DNG
(Fuel-I) [43] as fuel and an oxidizer with mean oxygen concentration, YO2,ox “

0.084, and a mass weighted average coflow temperature, Tox “ 1382K. The val-
ues of αi for this progress variable are given in Appendix 1. A manifold is created
with this optimized progress variable and is used to simulate an IML.

Figure 3.12 shows the maximum values of YCO2 and YOH against time, from sim-
ulations using detailed chemistry and the FGM tables with the optimized progress
variable formulation Yopt and Y1. Both Yopt and Y1 give an accurate reproduction
of ignition delay and tabulated species such as CO2 and OH.

In practical burners with thermochemically non-uniform inlet boundary con-
ditions such as DJHC, manually arriving at a progress variable combination that
can accurately capture the ignition delay is more complicated. In case there is a
large variation in the performance of Y with moderate changes in oxidizer tem-
perature and composition, it will be needed to optimize Y for a larger set of con-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.13: Maximum mass fractions of (a) CO2 and (b) OH plotted against time
for the oxidizer conditions from two extreme points in the DJHC-I coflow. The FGM
tables are compared against the results from detailed chemistry computations.

ditions to accommodate for instance non-adiabatic effects. However, if the op-
timized progress variable for averaged coflow properties can prove to be flexible
across moderate variations in temperature and composition of the oxidizer, a com-
putationally heavier procedure for optimizing for a 3D flamelet database can be
avoided. Hence, the Yopt obtained for the average coflow properties of DJHC is
tested next for flexibility across two extreme points in the coflow.

Figure 3.13 shows the plots of peak mass fractions of CO2 and OH with ox-
idizer composition representing two distinct points with the highest and lowest
measured temperatures in the DJHC-I coflow. The progress variable Yopt which is
optimized for the mean coflow temperature and oxygen concentration shows very
accurate representation of the peak species profiles even with different oxygen and
temperatures in coflow, reproducing the ignition delays accurately. The conven-
tional progress variables Y1 and Y2 reproduce the ignition delays as well. However,
deviations are seen from the detailed chemistry results after ignition. So far in this
study, the conventional progress variables show a reasonable prediction of ignition
delay. Therefore a test case with higher complexity of ignition is investigated in the
next section.

3.3.4 ECN Spray-A using n-dodecane.

ECN Spray-A with n-dodecane as fuel has a two-stage ignition, which makes it an
interesting candidate to study the current optimization approach further. The re-
action mechanism used in this simulation is developed by Yao et al. [107] for n-
dodecane, which consists of 54 species and 269 reactions. For an ICF with strain
rate a “ 100 /s, Yopt is found using the current optimization method. For Yopt,
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of maximum temperature for ECN Spray-A, with n-
dodecane as fuel in an igniting counterflow flame configuration with detailed
chemistry and FGM with multiple progress variable combinations. The strain rate
is 100/s.

the non-monotonicity εp1q “ 1.9% and the interpolation error εp2q “ 0.8%. The
FGM table used here have 500 grid points in Y , with the grid distribution based on
a power of 3. A grid power of c “ 2 was found to give slightly inferior results which
is not presented here for the sake of brevity. The αi corresponding to Yopt is given
in the Appendix.

Figure 3.14 shows the ignition delay curves for n-dodecane under Spray-A con-
ditions. The Tmax plots show a significant improvement in ignition delay predic-
tion by Yopt over Y1 and Y2, which overpredict the ignition delay of n-dodecane
to a great extent. Although Y1 and Y2 are known to be inaccurate for this case, it
gives a convincing evidence for the performance of the optimized progress vari-
able. Further, to investigate the dependency of Yopt’s performance with respect to
strain rate, Yopt for a “ 100/s is used to construct FGM tables for ICFs with strain
rates 500/s and 1500/s,

Figure 3.15 shows the ignition delay for ICFs with a = 100, 500, and 1500/s, us-
ing detailed chemistry and FGM based simulations. Tmax is predicted with a good
accuracy by Yopt in all three cases. The optimized progress variable accurately cap-
tures the two stage ignition for the range of strain rates. Tmax is slightly advanced at
temperatures above 1000 K in simulations using FGM when compared to detailed
chemistry results. Interpolation errors in the look-up of progress variable source
terms might be the reason for this trend, as the accuracy of progress variable source
term interpolation after ignition is not considered in the current optimization pro-
cedure.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of maximum temperatures in ECN Spray-A at strain rates
100, 500, and 1500/s using detailed chemistry and FGM simulations. The FGM
tables are constructed for each of the strain rates using the same progress variable
optimized at a = 100/s.

3.4 Conclusion

A new optimization approach to tabulate flamelet generated manifolds for com-
bustion systems is investigated in the current paper for non-premixed flames. The
new approach considers the monotonicity of the progress variable as an objective
rather than a constraint. Furthermore, a second objective is introduced to min-
imize the rectilinear interpolation error along the progress variable grid. Such a
second condition is very important in cases of sudden/large activity in reactive sys-
tems, for instance ignition phenomena as in the current study. A multi-objective
optimization is performed using a genetic algorithm for two distinct jet-in hot coflow
experiments with methane based fuels and the ECN Spray-A case with n-dodecane.
The optimized progress variable reproduces the ignition delay with the highest ac-
curacy, and this becomes visible in case of complex two stage ignition as the ECN
Spray-A case, where the conventional progress variables fail to capture ignition de-
lay accurately. The progress variable optimized for a strain rate of 100/s predicts
ignition accurately for strain rates 500/s and 1500/s as well, proving a clear advan-
tage of the optimized progress variable over manually chosen progress variables.

The second test case for the new optimization technique is the DJHC experi-
ment, which has a non-adiabatic coflow. The optimization is performed for an IML
with the mass-weighted average of coflow temperature and the mean oxygen con-
centration in the coflow. The optimized progress variable for this condition gives
accurate ignition delay predictions for the small variations in the coflow oxygen
concentration and temperature. This shows that the optimized progress variable
can be used to construct multi-dimensional FGM tables with small variations in
boundary conditions or the strain rate. Further analysis is required to evaluate the
effectiveness of the optimum progress variable under non-unity Lewis number ef-
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fects, as well as for three-dimensional turbulent flames.
Given that the objectives for the optimization method presented here are in-

tended for ensuring accurate ignition delay in non-premixed systems, for cases
with a priority on the accurate prediction of other flame characteristics such as
pollutant emissions, it will be possible to modify the second objective to accom-
modate the errors in prediction of the respective parameters.
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3.A Appendix

Table 3.3: Optimized progress variable weight composition for Cabra and DJHC
flames, based on GRI 3.0 mechanism

Species αi Cabra (opt) αi DJHC (opt)
H2 239540.1474 507.3584
H 21445.4555 -181870.0787
O 158488.2006 122161.8399
O2 -15313.4940 -325856.7850
OH -384736.7618 -132286.5389
H2O -73692.5653 438091.2953
HO2 45151.0942 372661.1847
H2O2 -115766.9400 -411192.5910
C -302076.7942 -764127.8838
CH 221885.0229 55817.8813
CH2 323053.6583 -633982.0924
CH2pSq 379907.3805 369836.8699
CH3 -540092.9404 513343.8253
CH4 -278006.1275 -476049.8038
CO 27556.8739 -111491.3454
CO2 153410.5098 -35493.9484
HCO 141827.8596 505564.7988
CH2O 156524.2701 -87371.2555
CH2OH 365843.937 -210370.1379
CH3O 293348.5055 -441392.2708
CH3OH -317000.8764 -239100.9653
C2H -56248.7476 623751.0519
C2H2 -265942.6137 -663990.0326
C2H3 -112969.0757 -444030.5587
C2H4 -169602.2704 -777755.5232
C2H5 295252.5288 -451579.8401
C2H6 276074.4301 119287.5093
HCCO 18780.8503 69062.2359
CH2CO -325967.1754 718356.6993
HCCOH 73669.0277 -794042.8597
C3H7 588835.2732 167173.5427
C3H8 465357.1369 -250619.9724
CH2CHO 139650.1377 4598.4231
CH3CHO 48927.5552 -454171.3751
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Table 3.4: Optimized progress variable weight composition for ECN Spray-A, based
on the mechanism of Yao et al. [107].

ECN Spray-A flame with n-dodecane
Species αi Species αi
H 318653.5802 PC4H9 -376612.4552
O -134639.3971 C5H9 -45181.911
OH -81619.9339 C5H10 -112986.4359
HO2 380937.7077 PXC5H11 52466.2718
H2 30649.21 C6H12 606744.4967
H2O 10607.6322 PXC6H13 -292408.0596
H2O2 -279798.2194 C7H14 85913.1702
O2 -793569.0819 PXC7H15 55441.7571
CH2 285202.6232 C8H16 11385.9905
CH2 ¨ -115385.3507 PXC8H17 204692.1879
CH3 -159138.5916 C9H18 -493574.436
CH4 210539.261 PXC9H19 326570.1117
HCO -520660.1328 C10H20 -238556.4302
CH2O -13578.6333 PXC10H21 -763709.7565
CH3O -558785.1456 NC12H26 -169925.8099
CO -630537.5679 PXC12H25 -338507.3069
CO2 -567262.9672 SXC12H25 -265189.9112
C2H2 685892.358 S3XC12H25 -416606.331
C2H3 335641.4872 C12H24 64491.9859
C2H4 203514.3022 C12H25O2 446999.8539
C2H5 -25879.1021 C12OOH -429210.2443
C2H6 6849.9661 O2C12H24OOH 231022.0618
CH2CHO -609531.9081 OC12H23OOH -7152.4839
AC3H5 204879.7827
C3H6 402952.0406
NC3H7 -345673.3907
C2H3CHO -72462.4524
C4H7 -143415.4815
C4H81 -153997.1677



Chapter 4

Modeling Jet in Hot Coflow Flames

Abstract

An Igniting Mixing Layer (IML) based Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) ap-
proach is implemented in LES modeling of Jet in Hot Coflow (JHC) flames. The
modeling criteria required for accurate representation of various flame charac-
teristics are evaluated. Flames in two well-known JHC experimental burners are
simulated, namely, the Cabra vitiated coflow burner using methane, and the
Delft burner using Dutch Natural Gas (DNG) and a biogas like mixture. Three
mixture fraction variance models are applied in the LES of the Cabra burner,
and the impact of each model is accessed by comparison of temperature mea-
surements against the simulation results. After validation of the flow field statis-
tics for DJHC, the impact of adiabatic and non-homogeneous boundary condi-
tions on flame lift off heights is investigated. Furthermore a comparison of alge-
braic and transported variance models for computing sub-grid variance of mix-
ture fraction is performed. A new model for calculating sub-grid scale variance
of mixture fraction is formulated, which is based on spatial gradients of mixture
fraction obtained from 1D Igniting Mixing Layers. The results obtained using
various sub-grid variance models are compared against experimental measure-
ments. Transported variance models are found to be an effective way to capture
the flame behavior in DJHC flames. With a refined set of modeling criteria, the
variation in flame lift off height with respect to jet Reynolds number is investi-
gated for DJHC flames. Finally, the impact of fuel dilution with CO2 on flame
behavior is analyzed. The study concludes that IML based FGM together with
well-chosen submodels for sub-grid scale variance of mixture fraction is able to
predict auto-igniting flames in a broad range of conditions 4.3.5.

This chapter closely follows “Modeling Jet in Hot Coflow Flames using an LES-
FGM approach” by Vasavan et al. (to be submitted).

4.1 Introduction

Several JHC burners have been introduced lately to study the effects of ignition and
MILD combustion. JHC flames serve as the basis for the analysis of effects of recir-
culation of hot combustion products leading to ignition and flame stabilization.
JHC flames show a lifted flame behavior dominated by autoignition where the sta-
bilization is achieved by means of ignition along with a significant influence of tur-
bulence on chemistry [37, 42, 109]. One of the widely studied burners is the Cabra
vitiated coflow burner, in which the coupling between turbulence and chemistry
was studied by Cabra et al. [40]. In this study a reasonably uniform coflow temper-
ature of 1350 K was achieved using H2-air flames, at an oxygen concentration of
15%. The fuel jet had a Reynolds number of 28000. Ihme and See [98] studied the
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Cabra flame using LES, using an unsteady flamelet based approach for chemistry,
accurately predicting the flame lift off height. The Cabra flame was shown to be
in the autoigniting regime, rather than in the MILD regime as suggested by Evans
et al. [82]. Dally et al. [37] conducted an experimental study with the intention of
studying MILD or flameless behavior on a JHC burner called Adelaide JHC (ADJHC)
burner, with a mixture of methane and hydrogen as fuel. In this study, a reduction
in O2 from 9% to 3% in the coflow showed a transition of the flame structure from
autoigniting to MILD flame according to the definition put forth by Evans et al. [82],
along with a significant reduction in CO and NO profiles. Medwell et al. [39] took
the study on the ADJHC burner further, by measuring OH, CH2O and temperature
simultaneously for O2 levels of 9% and 3% in the coflow.

Another jet flame that behaves closer to MILD than the Cabra flame is the Delft
JHC (DJHC) flame, in which a range of parameters such as the impact of jet coflow
temperatures, oxygen concentration in the coflow, the fuel jet Reynolds numbers,
and the fuel types were studied [42, 45, 49]. In this setup the coflow has a radially
varying temperature and oxygen concentration, giving rise to additional complex-
ities in CFD modeling of the flames. The fuel jet Reynolds numbers involved here
were in the range of 3000 – 8000. The effect of turbulence on autoignition in DJHC
flames was analyzed using an LES approach in previous studies [56, 110, 111], and a
strong influence of turbulence on chemistry was observed. Abtahizadeh et al. [108]
studied the DJHC flame with mixtures of Dutch natural gas and H2, by applying the
FGM method in LES. A uniform composition, adiabatic, two stream boundary as-
sumption was invoked to simplify the model. DJHC with DNG as fuel was studied
using non-homogeneous boundary conditions and a Conditional Source term Es-
timation approach by Labahn and Devaud [55], obtaining a good agreement with
experimental measurements for fuel jet Reynolds numbers of 4500 and 8000.

In a conventional autoigniting flame, a larger oxygen content is present in the
hot oxidizer, which leads to a higher temperature rise, whereas achieving the MILD
condition requires the system to be oxygen lean. The differences in flame behavior
from the Cabra and Delft experiments correspond to the thermophysical changes
of a jet flame that undergoes transition from being a conventional autoigniting
flame to a MILD flame [23]. The goal of this research is to develop a reliable overar-
ching modeling strategy which is capable of predicting JHC flames undergoing au-
toignition in MILD or conventional autoigniting flames. By applying various mod-
eling approaches while investigating Cabra and DJHC burners, the criteria for ef-
fective modeling of JHC flames are evaluated. In this paper, Cabra and Delft flames
are simulated first using uniform heat loss boundary conditions, with the applica-
tion of Igniting Mixing Layer (IML) based FGM, incorporating the effect of sub-grid
scale scalar variances via a presumed β-PDF assumption. This will be the basic
reference model used in this study. We further study the influences of

i. sub-grid scale variance models for mixture fraction,

ii. IML and ICF based FGM database,

iii. thermally and compositionally non-uniform inlet condition,

iv. jet Reynolds number, and
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v. fuel composition.

The results thus obtained are compared against experimental measurements for
validation and analysis. In the following sections, the computational model for
simulating different JHC burners is discussed, followed by the results for the Cabra
and DJHC burners. Furthermore, the JHC combustion of biogas is investigated in
section 4.3.3, followed by the influence of fuel Reynolds number on flame behavior
in section4.3.5.

4.2 Model description

The Delft and Cabra burners consist both of a concentric pair of burners. For the
Delft case, a primary non-premixed gas burner of diameter d = 4.5 mm is placed
at the center of a coflow jet of 82.8 mm diameter. The fuel considered in the study
by Oldenhof et al. [42] is DNG. The coflow is equipped with a ring burner, which
operates in a partially premixed mode. The combustion products from this sec-
ondary burner produce the hot coflow with a reduced oxygen concentration. The
primary burner tube is air-cooled to reduce preheating of the fuel flowing within.
The coflow is surrounded by ambient air, and the coflow mixes with the fuel jet
on its inner periphery and with ambient air on the outer periphery. Compared to
a simple round jet turbulent flame, this configuration leads to a number of chal-
lenges in the modeling context:

• A lifted flame stabilizes by autoignition,

• The presence of thermal boundary layers at the peripheries of the fuel and
coflow jet,

• Non-uniformity in oxygen concentration across the coflow and fluctuations
in coflow temperature and composition.

For the Cabra burner, a large set of small premixed H2/air conical flames form
the coflow to a central fuel jet of 4.57 mm diameter, ensuring a uniform tempera-
ture and velocity distribution in the coflow [40]. The coflow diameter is 210 mm.
The above mentioned design aspects are taken into consideration while setting up
a numerical model for the simulation of these burners.

In the present work, the jet-in-coflow problem is numerically solved using an
LES formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations where the turbulent flow struc-
tures of larger, coherent scales are resolved with respect to a mesh dependent im-
plicit filter and the fluid properties and the fluid motion in numerically unresolved
sub-grid scales are modeled. The mass and momentum conservation equations
are given by,

Bρ

Bt
`
Bρũj
Bxj

“ 0, (4.1)

Bρ rui
Bt
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ı
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Here, ui, p, ρ stand for the velocity components, pressure, and density. Reynolds
filtered quantities are represented with an over-line. Favre filtered quantities are
represented by a tilde. In Equation (4.2), the RHS stands for the turbulent stress
tensor, where τij is the laminar part and the turbulent stresses are given by ρĆu2i u

2
j .

The closure of the turbulent stresses is formulated as usual:

B
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where the strain tensor ĂSij is given by

ĂSij “
B rui
Bxj

`
Bũj
Bxi

´
2

3

BĂuk
Bxk

δij . (4.4)

The turbulent viscosity µt is calculated based on the Vreman model [112] and µ
is the laminar viscosity. The filtered governing equations for mixture fraction, en-
thalpy and reaction progress variable are solved with the application of the FGM
method for representing the combustion chemistry [57].

Favre filtering is applied for every scalar quantity φ, using

φ̃pt,
á
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1

ρ

ż

ρpt,
á
y qφpt,

á
y qGpt,

á
x,
á
y ; ∆qd

á
y (4.5)

where G stands for the applied implicit filter kernel and ∆ the filter size. The den-
sity filtered quantities are related to the corresponding Reynolds filtered values as

rφ “
ρφ

ρ
. (4.6)

Further, the conservation equations for the filtered scalars are given by,
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where rZ, rY and rh stand for the filtered scalar quantities, i.e. mixture fraction, re-
action progress variable, and enthalpy, respectively. The flames that are studied
here burn methane based fuels, where preferential diffusion effects are considered
negligible. Therefore, a unity Lewis number assumption is made to calculate the
laminar diffusivities of the transported scalars as rDZ , rDY and rDh;
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rDZ “ rDY “ rDh “
1

ρ

λ

cp
, (4.10)

where λ and cp refer to thermal conductivity and specific heat at constant pressure
respectively.

The enthalpy equation is solved neglecting radiation heat losses. The density
ρ, the progress variable source term r9ωY and the thermochemical quantities are ob-
tained from an FGM table, which will be discussed further on.

4.2.1 FGM model

The FGM technique is used to model reaction chemistry [77]. The tables for FGM
are computed using laminar 1D IML, which account for the effect of a free decay-
ing scalar dissipation rate on ignition [56]. The mixing and reaction of the fuel jet
with oxidizer with varying temperature and oxygen concentration need to be taken
into account while using 1D IMLs with detailed chemistry. Therefore, the oxidizer
boundary conditions in IML simulations are determined based on the temperature
and oxygen levels in the coflow.

The 1D mixing layer is formulated as an unsteady counterflow problem, which
is numerically solved using the following equations,

Bρ

Bt
`
Bρu

Bx
“ ´ρG, (4.11)
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whereG is the tangential velocity gradient of velocity, andNsp the number of species
in the chemical mechanism considered. An ideal IML initial condition (t “ 0) is
given by a Heavyside function separating the fuel and oxidizer at x “ 0. In practice,
the distributions of the mass fractions Yi and enthalpy h are taken from a coun-
terflow non-reactive solution at a high strain rate of 104 s´1 to be used as an ini-
tial condition for IML simulations. The initial strain field Gpx, t “ 0q is scaled
down from 104s´1 to an applied strain rate of 10 s´1 at the oxidizer boundary. A
small positive strain rate is applied to keep the flame within the prescribed com-
putational domain, with no thermal or concentration gradients at the boundaries.
The flamelet equations (4.11-4.13) are solved with CHEM1D [77] using GRI-Mech
3.0 [72] detailed chemistry. Also in the 1D case, a unity Lewis number assumption
is introduced while estimating the transport coefficients for the species, ignoring
preferential diffusion effects.

The unsteady IML flamelets are simulated over the time interval t “ r0, 1s s
for a range of oxidizer boundary temperatures, Tox, varying from 1100 K to 1600
K and oxygen mole fraction varying from 0.04 to 0.08. Tox and YO2

are changed
simultaneously following the experimental profiles in the coflow (see App. 4.A.2).
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Other species at the oxidizer boundary are computed based on the assumption
of constrained chemical equilibrium. The laminar flamelets are tabulated as an
FGM database along three control variables, namely mixture fraction Z, the reac-
tion progress variable Y accounting for temporal variations and enthalpy h that
parametrizes the variation in enthalpy and oxygen mole fraction in the oxidizer.
The mixture fraction Z is defined by using Bilger’s definition [113], with a normal-
ization such that, Z “ 0 at the oxidizer boundary and Z “ 1 at the fuel boundary.
In chapter 3, the progress variable definitions using CO2 and H2O are shown to
predict the ignition delay accurately in case of methane JHC flames. Therefore, a
manually defined progress variable is used for all JHC burners considered in the
current study. The reaction progress variable for the current study is defined as

Y “ 1

WCO2

YCO2
`

1

WH2O
YH2O `

1

WH2

YH2
. (4.14)

where W is the molar mass of the respective species. This definition is consid-
ered based on available literature on application of the FGM method in methane
flames [114].

The turbulent chemistry interaction for the various thermo-chemical variables
is determined using a presumed beta probability distrubution function (PDF), which
has been successfully used in previous studies [108, 112, 115]. In this method, the
non-resolved thermo-chemical quantities at the sub-grid scales are interpreted as
the statistical means which follow a PDF distribution defined by P pZ, Cq, where C
is the normalized progress variable such that at every Z, C “ 0 in the unburned
mixture and C “ 1 in fully burned mixture. The normalization enhances the statis-
tical independence of Z and C. The non-resolved thermo-chemical quantities are
obtained by,

rφ “

ĳ

φpZ, CqP pZ, CqdZdC. (4.15)

The joint PDF distribution can be expressed as the product of two marginal β-PDFs
as,

P pZ, Cq « P pZqP pCq, (4.16)

where P is the beta distribution computed based on the first two moments of the
respective scalars as,

P pZq “ P pZ; rZ,ĄZ22q, (4.17)

P pCq “ P pC; rC, ĂC22q. (4.18)

The scaling of mean progress variable and the progress variable variance is ob-
tained based on literature [116]. The above mentioned approach is used for cases
with uniform heat loss boundary conditions. For this scenario, the PDF integrated
FGM table is prepared with dimensions rZ,ĄZ22, rC, and ĂC22 of size 201ˆ 11ˆ 201ˆ 11

respectively. The grid for the variances ĂC22 and rZ,ĄZ22 are distributed based on a
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power law with an exponent 2, and the grid of the means rZ and rC are distributed
with a power of 1.5, giving maximum resolution in the most sensitive region in the
manifold.

For cases with non-homogeneous inlet boundary, h has to be taken into ac-
count as well. To restrict the dimension of the FGM database, the following ap-
proach is used to calculate the thermo-chemical quantities in the sub-grid scales,

rφ “

¡

φpZ, C, hqP pZ, C, hqdZdCdh (4.19)

P pZ, C, hq « P pZqPδpCqPδphq (4.20)

whereP pZ, C, hq refers to joint PDF, andP pZq, PδpCq, Pδphq represents marginal PDFs.
The suffix δ implies a Dirac-delta distribution of the parameter given by,

PδpCq “ δpC ´ rCq. (4.21)

The enthalpy fluctuations in the coflow are assumed to be negligible and the sub-
grid fluctuations of enthalpy are assumed to be caused by the fluctuations in mix-
ture fraction alone. This assumption simplifies the PDF integration by P pZ, hq “
P pZq. In this scenario, the PDF integrated FGM tables are of dimensions rZ,ĄZ22,rh,

and rC of size 201ˆ 11ˆ 11ˆ 201 and grid powers [1.5, 2, 1, 1.5] respectively.
During the turbulent flame computations ĄZ22 and ĂC22 are determined using the

following models.

(i) Algebraic model: Similar to the viscous sub-grid model, the model assumes
the SGS characteristic mixing time to be proportional to the SGS turbulent
characteristic time [117], yielding

Ćφ2alg
2 “ α∆2

˜

Brφ

Bxj

¸2

(4.22)

where ∆ the filter width, which is obtained from the local cell dimensions
as, p∆x ˆ ∆y ˆ ∆zq

1
3 . The value of α is 1/12, as obtained from the Taylor-

expansion of the gradient term [118]. This model is based on a local equi-
librium assumption and is simpler in application than transported variance
models. The quantities ĆZ2alg

2 and ĂC22 are computed using this model.

(ii) Transport model: A more complex model for the transport of scalar variances
was proposed by Jimenez et al. [119] which considers the inequality in the
generation and dissipation of sub-grid fluctuations for conserved scalars for a
more accurate representation of the underlying physics. The transport equa-
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tion is given by [57]

BρĄZ22

Bt
`
BρruĄZ22

Bxj
“
B

Bxj

˜

ρ
´

rD `Dt

¯

BĄZ22

Bxj

¸

` 2ρ
´

rD `Dt

¯

˜

B rZ

Bxj

¸2

´ 2ρDχsg
Z

(4.23)

For the transport of scalars, the eddy diffusivity Dt is estimated using a fixed
value for the turbulent Schmidt number Sct = 0.4 [120].

A gradient transport assumption is invoked to obtain the variance production
term and the dissipation term is modeled as [100],

2ρDχsg
Z “

Dt

∆2
ĄZ22 (4.24)

where χsg
Z is the sub-grid scalar dissipation of Z in the current LES model and

∆ the filter width. The mixture fraction variance ĄZ21
2 is computed using this

model.

(iii) Transport model based on laminar gradients: This model uses the same for-

mulation as ĄZ21
2, except the variance source term

´

B rZ
Bxj

¯2

is estimated based on

laminar IML flames as, BZ
Bx px, tqwhich is projected on the FGM as, BZ

Bx pZ,Y, tq.
Further, the laminar FGM is subjected to PDF integration to obtain ĂBZ

Bx , which
is added as a quantity to be looked up based on the controlling variables
p rZ,ĄZ22,rh, rYq of the table. This assumption is used mainly to artificially en-
hance ĄZ22 at very low values of mixture fraction (close to Zmr), where the re-
solved gradients in mixture fraction are small. This approach offers a math-
ematically forced way of reducing the reactivity at low mixture fractions and
therefore delaying the ignition, though it could add inaccuracies which are ex-
plored in the results section. The mixture fraction variance ĄZ22

2 is computed
using this model.

4.2.2 Computational set-up

Table 4.1 provides an overview of the coflow and fuel boundary conditions for the
simulations. The 1D flamelets are generated for each burner based on the values
provided here. Enthalpy transport is only used for the DJHC flames. The turbulent
Prandtl number used in the enthalpy transport equation is assumed to be equal to
the turbulent Schmidt number. For every transported scalar, the advective terms
are computed following Van Leer’s MUSCL scheme, which is third-order accurate,
with a minmod flux limiter [121, 122].

In its original implementation, as employed in previous studies [56, 57, 115] the
LES solver used a non-conservative form of the scalar transport equations, in which
the fluxes were not conserved. In the current study, scalar transport and momen-
tum equations are solved in their conservative form, ensuring continuity of scalar
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fluxes and mass. This proved to yield a better match of the centerline profile of
average mixture fraction for the simulation of the Cabra burner. The time integra-
tion of non-convective terms is performed using the first-order Euler method. The
convective terms are computed using the 3rd order Adams-Bashforth scheme.

For DJHC simulations, the computational domain is a Cartesian grid of size 240
mm ˆ 240 mm ˆ 360 mm with the largest dimension in the streamwise direction.
160 ˆ 160 ˆ 450 cells are used in the computational domain with a minimum cell
size of 0.375 mm at the inner core of the fuel jet, which is of the order of the Taylor
length scales, to 9 mm at the outer periphery of the coflow jet. The grid resolution
varies in stream wise and lateral directions. There are approximately 11.2 million
grid cells that are distributed non-equidistantly, stretching from the fuel injection
point in all three directions. Velocity components, and the transported scalars have
uniform Neumann boundary conditions at the side planes in both x and y direction
and at the outflow-plane in z-direction. For pressure, a Dirchlet P “ P0 boundary
condition is applied at the side planes, in order to prevent cross flow in x and y di-
rection while a Neumann boundary condition is applied at the inflow and outflow
plane.

The thermal boundary layer around the fuel jet in case of the DJHC-I and DJHC-
X flames are modeled following the experimental measurements, which shows two
distinct thermal boundary layers bound to i) the outer surface of the fuel tubing,
and ii) the inner surface of the outer tube. The difference between DJHC-I and X is
that in the latter there is a greater degree of mixing in the coflow, and therefore the
oxygen and temperature profiles have lower radial gradients.

The turbulent velocity inlet is prescribed following the means of the velocity
components and Reynolds stress terms measured at a height of 3 mm from the fuel
tube exit. The turbulent fluctuations are modeled following a synthetic eddy ap-
proach [123]. It captures the means and fluctuations in velocity components at the
inlet that matches the measured Reynolds stress components. The LES is initial-
ized with a uniform flow velocity in the domain downstream of the coflow, which is
equal to the inlet coflow boundary. A similar initial distribution of scalars is created
downstream of the coflow, for the entire domain. The domain downstream of the
fuel jet is initialized with zero flow velocity, with the scalars being identical to the
coflow. During the initialization of the simulation, the fuel jet velocity is increased
from zero to maximum velocity in 500 time steps using a ramp function. The statis-
tics are collected after one domain flow-through time of the jet, τ “ Lz

ujet
« 0.012 s

after every 10 time steps from the center-plane. For flame simulations of the DJHC
burner, the timestep ∆t “ 8 µs and for the Cabra burner, ∆t “ 4 µs.
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4.3 Results and Discussion

Coflow Boundary, h Flamelet ĄZ22 C DI NG DX NG DX Bio
Uniform IML alg x x
Uniform ICF alg x
Uniform IML 1 x x
Uniform IML 2 x x
Non-homogeneous IML alg x
Non-homogeneous IML 1 x x x
Non-homogeneous IML 2 x

Table 4.2: Details of LES models used in the simulations

Table 4.2 gives a summary of the various mixture fraction variance models and
FGM tables used in the LES for DJHC and Cabra flames. The JHC flames, Cabra,
DJHC-I, DJHC-X, are listed from left to right in the table, which is subjected to var-
ious modeling assumptions. Further in this chapter, the influence of these mod-
eling assumptions on the LES of JHC are discussed. The results from the current
study are organized in steps of complexity of model building. This enables us
to discuss the build up of the model from LES with adiabatic boundary to non-
homogeneous boundary condition with transported variance model for ĄZ22. In
section 4.3.1 the LES of the Cabra flame which uses adiabatic coflow boundary
conditions, is discussed first. With a thermo-chemically uniform coflow, any flame
dynamics brought by variation of coflow entrainment is absent, which makes it an
ideal case to investigate the influence of variance modeling on flame stabilization.
In section 4.3.2 insights acquired from this part of the study is further leveraged
in modeling the DJHC-I flame, where an non-homogeneous boundary condition
is applied along with different variance modeling approaches. Thereafter, in sec-
tion 4.3.3, DJHC-X flames are investigated, and the difference in flame stabilization
of biogas with respect to DNG is analyzed. Finally in section 4.3.5, using the same
LES model, a DJHC-I flame with a varying fuel jet Reynolds number is discussed,
and the observations are compared against experimental measurements.

4.3.1 Jet in a uniform hot coflow (Cabra)

Large eddy simulations of JHC flames with the assumption of a thermo-chemically
uniform coflow have shown matching results with experimental measurements in
previous studies [56, 98]. For experimental setups with relatively uniform coflow
conditions, e.g. the Cabra vitiated coflow, a uniform coflow assumption can yield
correct flame lift off heights. Using LES with flamelet based models, the flame lift-
off behavior of the Cabra flame is well predicted as reported by Ihme and See [98].
Moreover, Abtahizadeh et al. [108] showed that the impact of radiative heat loss on
ignition in JHC flames is negligible at low axial distances where ignition occurs. In
the current study, the sensitivity of flame lift off height to sub-grid scale variance
of mixture fraction is investigated. The performance of IML and ICF based FGM
databases in modeling combustion in the Cabra burner is also compared here.
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(a) ĆZ2
alg

2 (b) ĄZ2
1

2 (c) ĄZ2
2

2

Figure 4.1: Instantaneous center-plane contour plots of temperature rT of the Cabra
flame, using different sub-grid variance models for mixture fraction: a) ĆZ2alg

2, b)
ĄZ21

2, c) ĄZ22
2 with iso-contours of rZ “ Zst (red) and rZ “ Zmr (green). The black circle

indicates an ignition kernel.

Figure 4.1 shows instantaneous temperature contours for LES of the Cabra flame.
Figure 4.1(a), (b) and (c) correspond to mixture fraction variance calculated with
the algebraic model and the transport models ĄZ21

2 and ĄZ22
2 respectively. The iso-

contours of the most reactive mixture fraction Zmr “ 0.04, and stoichiometric mix-
ture fraction Zst “ 0.16, are indicated as red and green contours respectively. In
all three cases, ignition occurs at isolated points, which is a characteristic of au-
toigniting jet flames. At low axial heights, turbulent mixing is strong enough to
dissipate the ignition kernels curbing their growth. As the flow continues further
downstream, the mixture fraction iso-contours grow apart, indicating a drop in
scalar dissipation and diffusive fluxes. Simultaneously, the ignition kernels form
at the most reactive region represented by the iso-contour for Zmr. The black cir-
cles in the figure indicate the growth of ignition kernels.

Subsequently the ignition front spreads to higher values of mixture fraction
achieving the peak temperatures close to the stoichiometric mixture fraction Zst

in case of ĆZ2alg
2 and ĄZ21

2. In the case of ĄZ22
2, the peak temperatures occur between

the iso-contours ofZmr and Zst, and it shows a much lower temperature at the core
of the jet.
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Figure 4.2: Instantaneous mixture fraction variance ĄZ22 plot for ĄZ22alg (above), ĄZ221

(middle) and ĄZ222 (below) with iso-contours of rZ “ Zst (red dashed) and rZ “ Zmr

(green dashed). Only part of the domain is shown here.

The impact of the model for sub-grid scale variance of mixture fraction, ĄZ22 is
investigated further for this flame. Transported models for variance result in visi-
ble differences in the structure of the flame when compared to the algebraic model.
Figure 4.2 shows the center-plane contour plots of ĆZ2alg

2, ĄZ21
2 and ĄZ22

2 for the Cabra
burner. The iso-contours of Zmr and Zst are highlighted in the figure in green and
red respectively. It can be seen here that ĆZ2alg

2 is very low in magnitude with the
peaks limited to sharp gradients in mixture fraction within the envelope of the Zst

iso-contour. As a result, the algebraic variance model shows a spotty flame behav-
ior in Fig 4.1(a) when compared to Fig 4.1(b) and (c). Transported variance mod-
els result in significantly higher variances downstream due to the non-equilibrium
condition, with ĄZ22

2 resulting in high values of variance at the jet core compared to
ĄZ21

2. This explains the low temperatures at the jet core for ĄZ22
2 in Fig 4.1(c).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.3: Time averaged center-plane contour plots of temperature using differ-
ent sub-grid variance models for mixture fraction (ĆZ2alg

2, ĄZ21
2, ĄZ22

2).

Figure 4.3 shows the time averaged temperature contours on the center-plane
for the three different models for ĄZ22. The flames in all three cases stabilize at and
slightly above 137 mm (30d, where d = 4.57 mm), depending on the sub-grid mix-
ture fraction variance model. This follows that in the simulations, despite the igni-
tion kernels occurring at heights less than 30d as shown in Fig 4.1(a), a stable flame
base defined by a mean temperature peak occurs slightly above 137 mm height
from the fuel jet exit. The main difference due to the variance models is the maxi-
mum flame temperature. The various heights at which the experimental measure-
ments were made are indicated in Fig 4.3(a).

Figure 4.4 shows the comparison of radial plots of averaged rZ for different vari-
ance models used at various heights above the burner rim. Until a height of 228.5
mm all results are comparable to the experimental measurements in terms of mean
mixture fraction profiles. Thereafter, getting a good agreement requires a longer
simulation time to generate sufficient statistics. However, for analyzing the au-
toignition, which occurs at a lower height between 137 mm to 182.8 mm, the mix-
ture fraction profiles from LES are in close agreement with the experiment. An
increased radial spread of mixture fraction is visible from 137 mm and above. This
is caused by a radially dropping grid resolution, in addition to an early ignition that
makes the density drop, causing the fluid pockets to expand radially.

Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of radial plots of averaged rT for different vari-
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Figure 4.4: Time averaged radial profiles of mixture fraction for Cabra simulation
using various sub-grid variance models for mixture fraction.

ance models used for various heights. From a height of 68.55 mm onward, the
central region is shown to be mixing with an intensity higher than in the experi-
ment, resulting in a temperature rise at the center of the jet. Further above 137
mm, the presence of a stabilized flame is visible as the peaks in mean temperature,
which are higher than the temperature measured. Thereafter, the temperature re-
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Figure 4.5: Time averaged radial profiles of temperature for Cabra simulation using
various sub-grid variance models for mixture fraction.

mains higher than the measured values with the central low temperature region
disappearing sooner than in the experiment. This could be related to faster flame
spreading, that may originate from the IML assumption [124]. Further investiga-
tion is needed to verify the effect of the IML assumption on the flame behavior. An
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initial estimate of the influence of an IML based FGM table on the Cabra LES is
made by comparing against a simulation that uses an ICF based FGM table. The
FGM-IML shows the formation and growth of ignition kernels in the jet flame. The
FGM-ICF requires flamelets at any given strain rate applicable to the jet, which if
considered in the model, adds a dimension to the FGM database.

Figure 4.6 shows instantaneous snapshots of temperature at the center-plane of
LES cases with, i) a mesh with lower resolution than the reference case, ii) a mesh
with higher resolution, and iii) with an ICF based FGM table instead of IML (at a
strain rate of 10/s). A change in mesh resolution is shown to have minor influence
on the flame lift-off height compared to the ICF assumption. The size of the igni-
tion kernels shows a dependence on the grid resolution as in larger cell volumes
the filtered progress variable source term increases along with the mesh depen-
dent filter size. With larger cells, the ignition kernels are seen to be larger thus
the flame lift-off is reduced. With the ICF assumption, the flame is ignited further
above 137 mm, and the spotty behavior that is seen with IML is diminished. It
is expected that in IML the assumption of a high scalar gradient results in an en-
hanced diffusion flux of reactive radicals from the most reactive mixture fraction
Zmr, therefore leading to an earlier ignition. Hence it can be seen that with the use
of FGM-IML, the effects of decaying mixture fraction gradient is represented by the
mixing layer assumption, leading to the formation of ignition kernels further up-
stream when compared with FGM-ICF. FGM-ICF is constructed with flamelets of a
low strain rate (10/s) therefore the development of flame ignition is estimated un-
der low scalar dissipation. When applied in a turbulent environment with a large
scalar dissipation, the progress variable source term in FGM-ICF is strongly dissi-
pated and flame development is delayed till local scalar dissipation is low enough
to allow the ignition to develop into a stable flame front. An FGM-ICF model with
scalar dissipation as an additional controlling parameter can represent the inter-
play between scalar dissipation and ignition. However, this is a computationally
costly step. Therefore FGM-IML, which incorporates the effect of a decaying scalar
dissipation rate on ignition without requiring an additional controlling parameter,
is chosen to model the lifted flames in the current study.

With the available results of FGM-IML, the differences between the variance
models can be analyzed from the instantaneous iso-surfaces of mixture fraction.
Figure 4.7 shows 3D iso-surfaces of Zmr “ 0.04, where the onset of ignition is cap-
tured as the color contours of rY on the iso-surface of Zmr. The figures are corre-

sponding to simulations with ĄZ22alg and transported variance model ĄZ221 . It is seen

in Figure 4.7(a) that the peaks in rY occur at the inner edges of smaller eddies, where
the oxidizer gets entrained between the eddies creating zones with a fast drop in the
scalar dissipation rate that stimulate ignition. Figure 4.7(c) further elucidates this
mechanism, where a section of the center-plane temperature contours is shown.
The mixture fraction iso-contour for Zmr is indicated in red here. From the vary-
ing normal distance between the mixture fraction iso-contours, it can be seen here
how the gradient in mixture fraction decreases at the meeting point of two adjacent
eddies, which results in an ignition spot. FGM-IML incorporates the combined ef-
fect of decreasing scalar dissipation and reactions leading to ignition, thereby not
requiring an additional controlling variable for scalar dissipation or strain rate for
the FGM table. The Zmr iso-surface also shows that further downstream the flame
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Figure 4.6: Contour plots a) & b) have a coarser and finer grid resolution than the
nominal value. c) uses an FGM table based on ICF instead of IML, showing delayed
ignition. The color range is limited to 1200, 1450 K.

is stabilized. Figure 4.7(b) shows the formation of a flame further downstream than
found in Fig. 4.7(a). In Fig. 4.7(b), a more gradual increase in rY is seen along the
flow structures further downstream, where the scalar dissipation rates are low. As
shown in Fig. 4.5, at heights 30d and 40d, the radial profile of x rT y shows a better
match with measurements for ĄZ21

2 and ĄZ22
2, compared to ĆZ2alg

2, which suggests that
the algebraic variance model predicts significantly higher rate of ignition at the tur-
bulent flame base. This results in a too small flame lift-off height. As the main in-
terest of the study is around flame lift-off heights, from here onwards transported
variance models are given preference to estimate the sub-grid variance levels of
mixture fraction for JHC flames.

4.3.2 Jet in non-uniform coflow (DJHC-I)

The DJHC-I flame presents a non-uniform coflow boundary where the temperature
and oxygen concentration varies radially. In the DJHC-I flame considered here, the
fuel jet has a Re of 4500. In such a scenario, the entrainment of coflow into the jet
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Figure 4.7: Instantaneous iso-surfaces of rZ “ Zmr “ 0.04 colored by rY for a)ĄZ22alg

and b) ĄZ221 . The figure is oriented to have a view on the inner edges of the iso-
surfaces. c) Shows the center-plane contours of instantaneous temperature rT for
ĄZ22alg, with iso-contours of Zmr in blue and Zst, along with the local velocity vectors.
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Figure 4.8: Instantaneous center-plane contours of ĄZ22 using three different vari-
ance models, with iso-contours of the progress variable source term r9wY “ 100 s´1

(red) on top. Note that the whole domain is not shown.

has a larger influence on flame stabilization than in a jet with homogeneous coflow.
Figure 4.8 shows the instantaneous center-plane contours of the sub-grid vari-

ance of mixture fraction, computed using algebraic and transported variance mod-
els for a jet Re of 4500. The figure shows iso-contour of the r9wY p1{sq to indicate
ignition, which is defined as,

r9wY “
ρ 9wY

ρ
“

9ωY

ρ
(4.25)

where 9ωY pkg{m3sq is the mass based progress variable source term. The iso-contour
of r9wY “ 100 s´1 indicates the spots of ignition. The algebraic model results in the
least variance magnitudes and therefore ignition occurs approximately at z = 15
mm. In Fig. 4.8(b) isolated ignition spots occur at heights above 30 mm with ĄZ21

2,

which has a significant difference in magnitude and distribution than ĆZ2alg
2. Here

the flame kernels are unable to sustain or grow in the immediate vicinity of the fuel
jet where a laminar IML flamelet could have achieved ignition (in «1 ms). For ĄZ22

2

in Fig. 4.8(c), there are no ignition spots observed till a height of 100 mm, due to a
possible suppression of reactivity resulting from the highest variance levels among
the three models considered here. The effect of variance models on the flame be-
havior is further analyzed in the next section.

In comparison with the Cabra flame, DJHC flames have non-homogeneous coflow
boundary conditions leading to a higher reactivity at low mixture fractions. A uni-
form temperature coflow is a possible modeling simplification of the DJHC setup
that has been previously applied in studies [56, 108], reducing the degrees of free-
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dom of the FGM required to describe the composition and temperature, simplify-
ing the chemistry tabulation. This assumption also results in overcoming the need
to transport enthalpy and thus reducing the overall computational time. In a uni-
form coflow, the fuel jet entrains the coflow stream with uniform thermo-chemical
composition and the flame stabilization depends mainly on the entraining flow
structures. In this case the flow field alone can control the flame stabilization by
means of entrainment leading to ignition.

When non-uniform coflow conditions are considered, the effect of history of
diffusion along a mixture fraction iso-contour is not isolated from the thermal mix-
ing with the coflow. Instead, as the fuel jet progressively mixes with the higher
temperature region in the coflow, the ignition sets in due to the high temperature
of the oxidizer. Therefore, flame quenching effects near the nozzle are expected
to play a less significant role in deterring the flame stabilization, when compared
to a uniform coflow. In this section we investigate in detail the influence of vari-
ance modeling strategies on the mechanism of flame stabilization. The LES sim-
ulations are run with the configuration applied by Abtahizadeh et al. [56] for the
DJHC flames with a non-uniform coflow temperature and oxygen concentration.
To draw a comparison between non-homogenous coflow boundary condition and
uniform coflow assumption, the DJHC-I flame is also simulated using a uniform
coflow boundary condition with radially averaged temperature and oxygen con-
centration. The results from the DJHC-I flame simulations with uniform and non-
uniform coflow assumptions are discussed in the following sub-sections.

Mean axial velocity

Firstly, the mean axial velocity measured with the DJHC experiment is compared
against the values from the LES simulations in Fig. 4.9 at various axial positions
with the two transported variance models ĄZ21

2 and ĄZ22
2. In both simulations with

non-uniform coflow, the mean values of velocity show a good match with the ex-
periment in the central region of the jet. At radial locations larger than 10 mm, both
models start to diverge from the measurements. The two variance transport mod-
els perform quite similar, but ĄZ21

2 shows a slightly better overall agreement in terms

of velocity, and ĄZ22
2 yields a higher velocity in the regions close to the jet origin than

the measurements, which decays faster than the experimental measurements in
subsequent downstream locations. This could be a result of a higher sub-grid scale
variance, that results in increased mixing, lowering the density in the initial section
of the jet, and increased viscosity slowing down the jet downstream. The coflow
velocity starts to depart from the measurements as the height increases. The outer
radial locations have lower resolution than the inner region. This constitutes to
higher predicted values on sub-grid viscosity, resulting in an increased decelera-
tion of the coflow in the simulations. This may affect the entrainment of coflow
downstream, which is important for the ignition of fluid pockets emerging from
the central jet.

The results for cases with a uniform coflow inlet boundary condition is pre-
sented in Fig. 4.9 with UC (Uniform Coflow) in the legend entries, where the aver-
aged velocity profiles for uniform coflow show slightly larger spread than the corre-
sponding non-homogeneous cases. The uniform coflow boundary condition uses
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Figure 4.9: Time averaged radial profiles of axial velocities x rwy in DJHC-I at various
axial locations for various models, compared with experiment. UC in the legend
entries correspond to cases where a Uniform Coflow boundary condition is ap-
plied.

temperature and oxygen levels that are radially averaged from experimental mea-
surements of coflow inlet. In the simulations, the coflow velocity was not adjusted
when the coflow temperature is changed. Therefore, the density distribution nec-
essary for an accurate representation of the velocity field is correctly represented
with the non-homogeneous boundary.

Mean and rms temperatures

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the measurements of mean ( rTmean) and rms ( rTrms) tem-
peratures for the DJHC-I flame against the Reynolds averaged radial profiles from
LES. Cases with uniform and non-uniform coflow enthalpy are presented here. Us-
ing ĄZ21

2, for non-uniform coflow inlet, there is a clear peak in the temperature pro-
file at heights of 60 mm and 90 mm at a radial location near 10 mm. From the plots
of rms temperature, the fluctuation in temperature at this radial location exceeds
the measurements by 100 K. However at heights of 120 mm and 150 mm, the tem-
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Figure 4.10: Time averaged radial profiles of Favre filtered temperature rT at various
axial positions in DJHC-I.

perature profiles have a matching shape of the measured temperature and fluctu-
ation profiles with a difference of roughly 100 K, and the temperature rms fluctua-
tion appears to match better with the measured values. These results indicate that
at a lower height of 60 mm, a higher mean temperature is predicted in LES than
what is given by the measurements. This intense flame results in a greater temper-
ature rise and in the absence of radiative heat loss the temperature rise is sustained
further downstream resulting in a uniform offset from the measured values.

With both coflow boundary conditions, the mean and rms profiles of rT for ĄZ21
2

indicate the presence of a flame. In the range of 15-20 mm radially, at heights of
90-120 mm, the temperature fluctuations show a close match with measurements.
This shows that, for a flame region with stable burning, the fluctuations are cor-
rectly captured by both the inlet modeling approaches. In the case of ČZ21 UC2, the
presence of a flame is not evident from the temperature fluctuations.

In the non-homogeneous coflow case, the variance model ĄZ22
2 leads to a tem-

perature profile without a clear peak at z = 60 mm and the peak rms temperature
fluctuations are matching the experiment. At a height of 90 mm, the mean tem-
perature profile still is without a peak, and the rms values flatten out as if there is
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no reaction. The results start to deviate further from the experimental results at
heights of 120 mm and 150 mm. For the uniform coflow inlet, with ĄZ22

2, there is
also no visible peak in mean temperature occurring at the axial locations consid-
ered here. The peak temperature fluctuations keep decreasing with downstream
distance.

From both coflow inlet models with ĄZ22
2, we see that in the absence of a clear

peak in the mean temperature, the temperature fluctuations are predicted cor-
rectly at 60 mm. This suggests that in the experiment there is no ignition there,
and the temperature fluctuations correspond to turbulent mixing alone. By 90 mm
and above we see that the temperature fluctuations with ĄZ21

2 match better with the
experimental measurements, however the ignition is visible already at 60 mm in
the simulated temperature fluctuations.

The major difference in the outcome of these two variance models points to ig-
nition between 60 and 90 mm in the experiment. ĄZ22

2 has a stronger variance in

source term in sub-grid level, which leads to reduced reactivity. ĄZ21
2 yields a rela-

tively lower mixture fraction variance, leading to a higher reactivity for the flame at
the heights of 60 mm and 90 mm. The temperature variance shows that the flame
dynamics from 90 mm onwards is captured better by this model. Thus from here
on ĄZ21

2 will be used for DJHC flames.

4.3.3 Biogas JHC simulations (DJHC-X)

Compared to DJHC-I, DJHC-X has a significantly more uniform oxygen and tem-
perature profile in the coflow. The average oxygen concentration in the coflow is
the same for both cases, however the fuel jet Re = 4500 for DJHC-I and 3100 for
DJHC-X. The transported variance model ĄZ21

2 is used here. The top row of Fig. 4.12
shows the instantaneous temperature and OH center-plane contours for the DJHC-
X flame using DNG, while the bottom row shows the biogas results. The temper-
ature contour plot for DNG shows the hot oxidizer being entrained into the fuel
stream, and pockets of ignition are visible from a height of 60 mm. The correspond-
ing instantaneous contours of OH show the independent ignition kernel formation
in the periphery of the fuel stream. The averaged contour plot of OH also contains
temperature iso-contours of 1100 K and 1200 K, and mixture fraction iso-contours
of Zmr where the ignition starts and Zst where the flame stabilizes. The averaging
of ignition kernels over time yields a gradually increasing OH mass fraction from z
= 50 mm till 100 mm, where the ignition kernels form and interconnect to develop
into a continuous flame front. The peak OH mass fraction lies on the stoichio-
metric mixture fraction iso-contour, and the base of the flame coincides with the
point where the temperature iso-contour of 1200 K from the oxidizer side meets the
iso-contour of Zmr, which indicates the triggering of ignition due to the increased
availability of hot oxidizer from the core of the oxidizer stream.

The bottom row of Fig. 4.12 shows the instantaneous center-plane contours of
temperature and OH mass fraction, along with the averaged center-plane contour
of OH for the biogas-like fuel (DNG+CO2). Compared to Fig. 4.12(a) the instanta-
neous temperature contour shows a thicker flame that has larger wrinkling struc-
tures than the DNG flame. The instantaneous OH contour shows a similar behav-
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Figure 4.11: Radial profiles of rms of temperature compared against DJHC-I mea-
surements.

ior with independent spots of OH appearing closer to the center line of the jet. Two
factors could be contributing to the flame thickening effect: i) a higher value ofZmr

leads to a faster spread of the reaction zone, ii) a wider zone of heat release that
leads to the suppression of turbulence, suppressing small eddies. These effects
lead to larger flow structures in the appearance of the instantaneous flame, lead-
ing to a faster mixing towards the center of the jet. In the averaged center-plane
contour we see that compared to the DNG OH distribution, the growth in OH mass
fraction between 50 mm to 100 mm is slower in the case of biogas. However the
center-plane contours of mean OH do not directly ensure that ignition kernels are
originating separately, or being the cross sections of an interconnected 3D flame
structure. Therefore, a series of depth-integrated OH contour plots are presented
next.

Figure 4.13 shows three snapshots of OH mass fraction integrated normal to
the depth of the center-plane, given by

ş8

´8
rYOHdy [m], at three time intervals with

a gap of 0.8 ms. The center-plane contours of Zmr and Zst serve as the reference for
visualizing the shape of the mixing field and thereby the flame. In Figure 4.13(a),
the iso-contours of mixture fraction show dents at a height of approximately 60
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Figure 4.12: Instantaneous temperature and rYOH iso-contours and the average iso-
contours of rYOH are shown here for DNG (top row) and biogas DJHC-X flame sim-
ulations (bottom row). The dotted lines are; rT = 1200 K (white) and rT = 1100 K
(green). The dashed lines are rZ = Zmr (cyan) and Zst “ 0.16 (red).
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of instantaneous rYOH integrated normal to the center-
plane in the biogas DJHC-X flame. The center-plane contours corresponding to
Zmr “ 5.5 ˆ 10´3 (red) and Zst “ 5.5 ˆ 10´2 (black) are shown. The white circle
indicates how an incursion of the oxidizer results in the formation of an ignition
kernel downstream.

mm, which develop into the first peaks of OH mass fraction in Figures 4.13(b)&(c)
between z = 50 mm to 100 mm. The initial dents signify the entrapment of hot
oxidizer pockets from the coflow, where the temperature is about 1200 K. Subse-
quently in Figure 4.13(c), the kernels expand along the mixture fraction iso-contour.
The propagation along the mixture fraction iso-contour is favored in the direc-
tion of decreasing scalar dissipation rate. This behavior is made further clear in
Fig. 4.14. Figure 4.14 (a) to (c), and (f) to (j) show the development of ignition ker-
nels at two separate instances in the simulation. The dashed lines show the iso-
contour lines of Zmr and Zst. In both cases, ignition occurs along the most reactive
mixture fraction at a peak in OH mass fraction, visible at t “0.8 ms. By t “1.6 ms
the OH values peak at the iso-contour of Zst. However this happens specifically
at the region where the mixture fraction iso-contours are diverging, that is at low
scalar dissipation rates. The iso-contours of rT “ 1100 K and 1200 K are also shown
here. The development of OH kernels occurs in the vicinity of the temperature iso-
contours. Therefore, the indicated levels of mixture fraction and temperature play
a role in the development of ignition kernels.

Figure 4.15 shows the maximum temperature rise ∆ rTmaxpzq against time, where
∆ rT “ rT ´ TmixpZq, with TmixpZq being the initial mixing layer temperature at the
same mixture fraction. The subscript max “maximum at every z, for all px, yqwith
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Figure 4.14: Development of OH kernels in biogas DJHC-X flame. The center-plane
contours corresponding to Zmr “ 5.5 ˆ 10´3 (red) and Zst “ 5.5 ˆ 10´2 (cyan)
are shown. Also the iso-contour lines of rT = 1200 K and 1300 K. The white circles
indicate the locations where ignition occurs.

mixture fraction rZ ą Zmr and rZ ă Zst to isolate the ignition kernels. As shown
in Fig. 4.15, a positive inclination of iso-contours of ∆ rTmaxpzq in time indicates the
development of an ignition kernel. The individual ignition kernels merge down-
stream to establish a stable flame front. A negative inclination, visible mainly with
the ignition of the DNG flame, indicates the possible propagation of the flame front
upstream. The biogas flame has higher reactivity and has an earlier ignition when
compared with DNG, as indicated by a rise in temperature at the heights between
30 mm and above, whereas for DNG the temperature rise takes place from 40 mm
and above. For the DNG flame, the peak ∆ rT streaks appear more clustered than
for biogas due to a higher degree of propagation of the ignition front along the mix-
ture fraction iso-contours in DNG. Figure 4.15(c) shows distinct events of ignition
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(a) DNG (b) DNG+CO2

(c) DNG ignition and spread of flame, enlarged view of the red
box in (a)

Figure 4.15: Contour plot of maximum temperature rise per z level vs time. The
maximum temperature rise is evaluated between mixture fraction iso-contours
with rZ “ Zmr and rZ “ Zst.

and spreading of ignition, which are indicated by bold and dashed arrows respec-
tively. The early temperature rise in biogas compared to DNG is further elucidated
by their corresponding ignition behavior in IML.

Figure 4.16 shows the evolution of peak temperature rise in a laminar IML with
detailed chemistry for DNG and biogas under the DJHC-X boundary conditions.
The temperature rise ∆ rT is evaluated with respect to frozen mixing temperature
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Figure 4.16: Evolution of temperature rise in time for laminar mixing layers with
DNG and biogas at conditions representative of the DJHC-X flame. Biogas is indi-
cated as Bio in the legend.

at the same mixture fraction. The faster temperature rise in the biogas DJHC-X
flame is consistent with the behavior observed here. The 1D IML ignition delay
comparison of biogas against DNG shows that biogas ignites earlier than DNG, as
shown in Fig. 4.16.

4.3.4 Comparison to measurements

Figure 4.17 shows the time averaged radial temperature profiles of DJHC-X flame
at heights of 3, 65, 110, and 140 mm against the experimental measurements. The
experimental results show a lateral shift in the positive x direction with increas-
ing axial height. This could be due to a vertical alignment error of the experimen-
tal setup. The LES results show no distinct peak in mean temperature, although
there are temperature and OH peaks visible in the instantaneous plots of Fig. 4.12.
The experimental measurements show even a decrease in mean temperature at
increasing heights, whereas the LES shows no such drop in temperature for both
fuels, probably due to the lack of a radiation or any other heat loss mechanisms
in the model. Temperature is seen to be increasing in the core of the fuel jets with
axial height, indicating a vigorous mixing or dissipative effects in the LES. This hap-
pens especially at greater axial heights where the cell volumes are also higher. In
the simulation, the flame zones for biogas are wider than DNG as shown in Fig-
ure 4.12. A larger spread of the flame zone also means heat release induced de-
struction of turbulent structures in the small scales, which results in higher mean
temperatures close to the jet core for the biogas flame. Therefore, in the simula-
tions the mean temperature increases in the jet core faster for biogas as opposed
to DNG. Besides the flame zone, the coflow’s mixing with the ambient air near the
outer radius of the coflow also produces a radial temperature gradient. At radial
distances above 20 mm, the temperature drops due to the mixing with ambient
air, which is represented by low-temperature oxidizer and rms temperature in the
simulation. The overall difference between the two flames remains small in both
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experimental measurements and averaged values in the simulation, although the
instantaneous flame behavior shown in Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.12 indicates clear dif-
ferences.

Figure 4.18 shows the rms of temperature, corresponding to Fig. 4.17. In the
simulations, no temperature fluctuation is provided at the coflow boundary. Even
though velocity fluctuations are simulated at the boundary using Synthetic Eddy
Method (SEM), this doesn’t lead to a significant increase in the rms for tempera-
ture downstream. Further downstream the rms temperature starts to rise in ex-
periment due to mixing with the surroundings. For the DNG flame, the closest
match to experimental measurements are obtained at z = 65 mm, where ignition
is expected. For biogas the rms of temperature shows smaller peaks than in the
experimental measurements at z = 65 mm. Finally, for both DJHC-X flames, the
presence of a flame becomes evident from the second moment of temperature, as
the mean temperatures do no show a clear temperature peak. Again, the difference
in flame structure that is seen from the instantaneous flame contours in Fig. 4.15
and Fig. 4.12 is not reflected in the rms temperature measurements.

4.3.5 Influence of Reynolds number in DJHC-I

The influence of fuel jet Reynolds number on flame behavior is investigated in the
current study using a set of LES simulations on the DJHC-I set up with DNG as the
fuel, for three different fuel jet Reynolds numbers, 3000, 4500, and 8500 as given
in Table 4.1. The simulations were set up following a study by Oldenhof et al. [42]
where the flame lift-off behavior was studied with respect to Reynolds numbers
ranging from 3000 to 9500 on the DJHC burner. The variance transport model ĄZ21

2

is used in these cases. As seen from the biogas flame in section 4.3.3, the leading
edge of an ignition kernel is formed when the most reactive mixture fraction meets
the hot region in the coflow. This suggests that the flame lift off height is sensitive
to fuel jet Re. Also, from the experiments in JHCs, the lift-off height of the flames is
shown to be sensitive to the jet Reynolds number [42, 125].

Figure 4.19 shows the time-averaged results of center-plane OH mass fraction
and mixture fraction variance. The lift-off height is represented in the figure by the
bold horizontal line, which is the height at which 10% of maximum xrYOHy level in
a flame is attained. Additionally, the dashed horizontal line shows the height at
which 50% of maximum xrYOHy level in a flame is attained. In the simulations, we
see that the flame lift-off heights are not significantly altered by the changes in the
fuel jet velocity, characterized by jet Re = 3000, 4500 and 8500. Here Re is estimated
at the jet nozzle exit based on the bulk velocity of fuel and the density and dynamic
viscosity of DNG, and density is estimated for the nozzle exit temperature. With
the increase in bulk velocity of the fuel jet, the entrainment of the coflow increases,
in agreement with [43], yet this does not lead to a significant variation in the flame
lift-off height. For Re = 8500, the ignition does not occur at a lower height although
the enhanced entrainment draws in the hottest oxidizer from the mid-annular re-
gion in the coflow. This could be due to the high scalar dissipation preventing the
ignition. Further, the effect of scalar dissipation also decreases the growth in xrYOHy

downstream, as indicated by the increasing gap between the bold and dashed hor-
izontal lines with Re.
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Figure 4.17: Radial plots of Reynolds averaged rT from DJHC-X flame simulation,
with the plots on the left side (a,c,e) showing the results of the DNG flame, and
plots on the right side (b,d,f) showing the results for the biogas flame. Dots and
lines in the plots represent the measured and simulated profiles respectively.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.18: Radial plots of the rms of Reynolds averaged rT from DJHC-X flame
simulation with DNG in the left column and biogas (DNG + CO2) in the right col-
umn. Dots and lines in the plots represent the measured and simulated profiles
respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.19: Time averaged OH mass fraction at Re = 3k, 4.5k and 8.5k. Mixture frac-
tion iso-contours with x rZy “ Zst (red) and x rZy “ Zmr (cyan) are shown along with
the iso-contours of oxidizer temperature Tox “ 1100 K, 1200 K and 1500 K (green,
white and magenta respectively). The bold and dashed horizontal lines represent
the respective heights at which 10% and 50% of the maximum xrYOHy level in the
flame is attained.

4.4 Conclusion

The current study shows that Cabra and DJHC burners have different flame stabi-
lization mechanisms, and the LES-FGM model is formulated to model the range
of behaviors from the high oxygen autoigniting flame of the Cabra burner and the
low oxygen autoigniting flames of the DJHC burners. Table 4.3 provides the ma-
jor observations based on the simulation results. The results suggest that for the
Cabra flame with high fuel jet Re, the algebraic variance model predicts the igni-
tion with the least accuracy, whereas the transported variance models that results
in comparatively higher levels of downstream variance in mixture fraction captures
the lift off behavior better. Therefore, to study ignition and lift-off phenomena, the
transported variance models are preferred. However, it has to be noted that further
downstream in the flame, the algebraic model results in a mean temperature pro-
file that matches the measurements better than transported variance models. For
DJHC flames, ĄZ21

2 is shown to predict the measurements better than ĄZ22
2.

The modeling criteria required for representing the lifted jet flames in LES, un-
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der the two sets of distinct boundary conditions is outlined here. Combustion
chemistry in Cabra’s vitiated coflow flame and the DJHC flame are represented
in the LES using IML based FGM tables. The lower oxygen concentration in the
coflow of DJHC moves the most reactive mixture fraction to the periphery of the jet
compared to Cabra flame, where the effects of turbulence are less intense but not
absent. Therefore an accurate prediction of the sub-grid scale variances are im-
portant in this case, as the sub-grid scale mixture fraction variance can be under-
predicted by the local equilibrium assumption. Due to this reason, the flame lift-off
height in DJHC burners are shown to be sensitive to the mixture fraction variance
modeling. The flame lift-off in the Cabra flame is shown not to be sensitive to the
sub-grid scale variance models as the strong jet turbulence prevents flame stabi-
lization at low axial heights from the burner rim. In DJHC flames, a radially non-
uniform coflow makes the flame-lift-off sensitive to the entrainment of the coflow
as observable from the comparison of uniform vs non-uniform coflow inlet model-
ing. The flame lift-off behavior with varying fuel jet Reynolds number alone causes
the flame lift-off to monotonously increase with fuel jet Re as captured in the sim-
ulations.

The scalar boundary conditions at the inlet mark a clear distinction between the
Cabra and DJHC flames in their turbulent modeling. For the Cabra flame, the as-
sumption of uniform inlet boundary condition holds true as the coflow has a near
uniform temperature distribution. Owing to the high jet Reynolds number com-
pared to the DJHC flame, flame kernels are unable to sustain or grow in the imme-
diate vicinity of the fuel nozzle in the Cabra burner where a laminar IML flamelet
could have achieved ignition. This is due to intense turbulent dissipation smear-
ing out the progress variable source term in the simulation. A lifted flame is cap-
tured in the LES for DJHC flames. The predicted flame lift-off position is lower than
the experimentally observed lift-off height for DJHC-I, as observed from the tem-
perature fluctuations. In the simulation for DJHC-I the flame is visible at a height
of 60 mm in the mean and rms temperature profiles, while in the experiment the
increase in rms temperature is only visible at 90 mm. A comparison of uniform
and non-uniform coflow boundary condition shows that at 60 mm non-uniform
boundary condition leads to higher peak temperatures than measurement. As the
flame is highly sensitive to oxidizer temperature, the temperature fluctuations in
the coflow inlet could play an important role, which was not considered in the cur-
rent study. The assumption of a uniform boundary condition in the case of DJHC-
I flame captures the peak flame temperatures and peak temperature fluctuations
from the measurements. However, the non-uniform boundary condition better
represents the overall radial temperature profiles downstream in flame. Although
the DJHC-I flame has a low fuel Re compared to the Cabra flame, its lift-off height is
shown to be influenced by the non-uniform coflow. The flame lift-off with respect
to fuel jet Re is not only attributed to the increased moment and scalar dissipa-
tion rates, but also the entrainment of hot coflow adds a competing factor. The
competition is manifested in such a way that an increased jet momentum leads to
stronger dissipative forces, making flame stabilization at lower heights less proba-
ble. On the other hand, the enhanced coflow entrainment caused by the increased
jet momentum enables ignition at relatively lower heights owing to the higher tem-
perature, in line with explanation of Oldenhof et al. [42]. Though ignited, the effect
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of higher scalar dissipation rate is visible in the delay in flame development down-
stream with increasing fuel jet Re.
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4.A Appendix

4.A.1 Inlet turbulence generation

The inflow boundary for the jet and coflow are modeled based on a synthetic eddy
approach that was first developed by Jarin 2006 [126] for homogeneous turbulence,
where 3D virtual eddies are generated to satisfy the statistics of first and second
order, satisfying the conditions of zero mean, unity variance and zero covariance
for the fluctuating velocity field, which is written as,

@

u˚j
D

“ 0 (4.26)

@

u˚2
j

D

“ 1 (4.27)
@

u˚i u
˚
j

D

“ 0 (4.28)

Where the angle brackets stand for the Reynolds average of the quantity. u˚j stands
for the velocity fluctuation in j direction. According to SEM, the fluctuating velocity
field is given by the cumulative influence of a fixed number of synthetic eddies of
compact support as,

u˚j px, tq “
N
ÿ

i“1

d

Vbox

VeddyN
εjfpx´ xeddy, σeddyq (4.29)

where Veddy is the synthetic eddy volume and N , the number of eddies generated
in a virtual Cartesian box of volume Vbox. ε stands for the directionality of the eddy
(ε “ ˘1), the values of which are assigned with equal probability in each direc-
tion. The shape function f defines the shape of eddy relative to its centre xeddy and
the eddy radius σeddy. The chosen shape function has to satisfy the normalization
condition over the eddy volume,

1

Veddy

¡

f2px´ xeddy, σeddyqdx “ 1. (4.30)

Shape of an eddy determines how its contribution gets distributed over its region of
influence as well as the spectral content of the fluctuations. The 1D shape function
used in the present study is a truncated Gaussian, active over x P r´σeddy, σeddys.
The velocity fluctuation field obtained for every time step is scaled to meet the pre-
scribed second order statistics at every grid point on the inlet plane, and is added
to the mean flow velocity to obtain the instantaneous velocity signal rujpx, tq.

rujpx, tq “ xujpx, tqy ` Liju
˚
j px, tq (4.31)

Where the scaling coefficient matrix L is given by the Cholesky decomposition of
the prescribed Reynolds stress tensor R as follows,

L “

»

–

?
R11 0 0
R21

L11

a

R22 ´ L2
21 0

R31

L11

R32´L21L31

L22

a

R33 ´ L2
31 ´ L

2
32

fi

fl (4.32)
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This instantaneous velocity field is applied to the inlet boundary, to match the pre-
scribed statistical description of the flow, as verified from a test setup using MAT-
LAB. However this velocity field is not divergence free. In the LES code, the pressure
Poisson solver further corrects the applied velocity field to making it divergence
free. The Reynolds stress terms and mean velocities are compared against the pre-
scribed values in the results section.

4.A.2 Simplification of coflow boundary

Figure 4.20 shows the measured points of oxygen concentration and temperature
in coflow of DJHC-I. A set of 1D steady state counterflow solutions are plotted
here with varying degrees of heat loss on the oxidizer side. These steady flames
are constructed with air and methane at room temperature as boundary condi-
tions. Varying degrees of heat loss are applied on the oxidizer side to limit the peak
temperature, as occurs in a thermal boundary layer. Although a premixed config-
uration with heat loss is physically close to the coflow conditions, a counterflow
arrangement is sought for computational ease to approximate the species compo-
sition. The inner branch of the coflow measurements, that is entrained into the
flow immediately from the jet exit is considered with foremost importance. The
outer branch is replaced with the same Temperature-oxygen coupling as the in-
ner branch. This consideration follows from the physical significance of the inner
branch of coflow, which is immediately entrained by the fuel jet prior to ignition.
This follows that a reduced level of oxygen is available to the fuel jet at an axial lo-
cation where the outer branch is interacting with the fuel jet. However, this aspect
is expected to play a minor role in flame lift off heights in the current study. Also
this assumption simplifies the FGM generation, and tabulation. For table genera-
tion, 1D IMLs are simulated with oxidizer boundary composition obtained by inter-
polating the measurement points under the steady counterflow solutions that are
shown in the figure. A laminar IML based FGM table generated thereafter requires
further accounting for thermochemical effects imparted upon by a turbulent envi-
ronment.

4.A.3 Conservative scalar transport

The lack of conservation of fuel mass flux using the original implementation of
Vreman model [112] in LESCO caused a loss of mass in the jet stream, and the
flame lift off heights were low due to early spreading of the fuel jet due to the loss
of mass. With the implementation of a conserved formulation of scalar convec-
tion scheme in the LES transport model, fuel mass flux is conserved. Figure 4.21
shows the fuel mass flux 9mF “ 9mZ, where 9m is the total mass flux at any axial
hight. Here at axial heights of 15, 30, 60, 120 mm the fuel mass flux is fluctuating
about the same mean value of 1.51 kg/s, confirming the conservation of mass in
LES. Figure 4.12(a),(b),&(c) shows the instantaneous temperature and OH center
plane contours for DJHC-X flame using DNG. An averaged center plane contour of
OH is also shown here. The temperature contour plot shows the hot oxidizer being
entrained into the fuel stream, and pockets of ignition are visible from heights of
60 mm. The corresponding instantaneous contours of OH show the independent
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Figure 4.20: Coupling between temperature and oxygen mole fraction in the coflow
of DJHC-I case. The coflow is separated into an outer and inner branch as shown
here. The dashed line show 1D counterflow flames with various degrees of heat
loss on the oxidizer side of the spatial domain in the counter flow set-up.

Figure 4.21: Fuel mass flux at various axial distances.

ignition kernel forming in the periphery of the fuel stream. The averaged contour
plot of OH shows temperature iso-contours of 1100 K and 1200 K, and mixture frac-
tion iso-contours of Zmr and Zst. The averaging of ignition kernels over time yields
a smeared OH mass fraction from z = 50 mm till 100 mm, where the ignition ker-
nels form and interconnect to develop into a continuous flame front. The peak OH
mass fraction lies on the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-contour, and the base
of the flame coincides with the point where the temperature iso-contour of 1200
K from the oxidizer side meets the iso-contour of Zmr, which indicates the trigger-
ing of ignition due to the increased availability of hot oxidizer from the core of the
oxidizer stream.



Chapter 5

Conclusions & Outlook

This thesis presents a study of numerical modeling of igniting non-premixed sys-
tems for application in the development of MILD burners using biogas and other
methane based future fuels. The 1D IML study in chapter 2 revealed key insights
regarding biogas flames, i.e., their ignition under non-premixed conditions with
a hot diluted oxidizer is hardly dependent on the CO2 content in the fuel as the
most reactive mixture fraction Zmr is very close to 0. The ignition delay is found
to be most sensitive to the oxidizer temperature and oxygen concentration in the
coflow, but not the dilution of the fuel. A comparison between IML and ICF flames
shows that the ignition is slightly delayed when a decaying scalar dissipation rate is
present in the reactive zone. However, the scalar dissipation rate aids in the faster
spread of the flame in the mixture fraction space, once ignition has occurred at the
most reactive mixture fraction, Zmr.

The generic algorithm for progress variable definition discussed in chapter 3
is shown to result in an FGM tabulation which reproduces the ignition delays for
igniting 1D flames in DJHC-I and ECN spay-A configurations. The efficacy of the
algorithm is tested with two separate detailed reaction mechanisms, namely GRI
3.0 for methane, and a reaction mechanism developed by Yao et al. [107] for n-
dodecane. The approach discussed in this chapter is applicable to premixed and
non-premixed igniting systems. For its application to MILD flames with the re-
circulation of combustion products, it will be of interest to have the automated
calculation of progress variable weights to reproduce the ignition delays with the
recirculation ratio being an additional controlling parameter.

The LES study in Chapter 4 points out the key modeling criteria for JHC flames
depending on the fuel type, fuel Re and coflow homogeneity. It is shown that the
heat loss at the inner coflow boundary plays an essential role in representing the
flame lift off behavior accurately. Furthermore, the evaluation of subgrid scale mix-
ture fraction variance is shown to be key factor for an accurate representation of the
flame lift-off height in JHCs. A transported mixture fraction variance model ĄZ21

2 has
shown to capture the flame lift off behavior of JHC flames in DJHC and Cabra burn-
ers. Furthermore, in the present LES, the flame lift-off heights tend to be smaller
than the experimental results. This could be due to factors such as;

• The choice of GRI 3.0 as the detailed chemical mechanism: In the case of
MILD combustion, ignition delay is predicted differently using different reac-
tion mechanisms, when compared to experimental measurements. A study
by Fürst et al. [127] showed that GRI 3.0 predicted an average absolute devi-
ation of 68% from the experimental measurements for methane ignition un-
der MILD conditions. The predicted ignition delays of GRI 3.0 under different
temperatures and oxygen levels were lower than the measurements. In their

101
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study, the POLIMI C1-C3 mechanism [128] showed the least average absolute
deviation of 40%.

• Ignoring the thermal fluctuations at the coflow-exit: Thermal fluctuations in
the coflow which are upto 100 K, can affect the flame lift off. As seen from
chapter 2 the ignition delay is most sensitive to temperature fluctuations.
Sarras et al. [49] have indicated that accounting for coflow inlet temperature
fluctuations in LES will be useful to explore the mechanism of ignition kernel
formation.

• Lack of a radiation model: Effects of volumetric radiation heat loss may play
a role in the ignition of MILD flames, as the laminar flame thickness is larger
than conventional flames. Huang et al. [129] showed that a spectral treat-
ment of the radiative heat transfer for a lab-scale MILD furnace using a RANS
approach, although the impact could be small for JHC flames.

The combined effect of these aspects in an LES could be subjected to future studies.
The modeling of recirculation of combustion products will be a next step from the
current work, which involves:

i The study of flamelet-flamelet interaction, and ways to incorporate the corre-
sponding effects in a reduced combustion model.

ii A robust parametrization of FGM for representing the detailed chemistry with
varying degrees of fuel and oxidizer dilutions with hot combustion products. X.
Huang [130] used the tabulation of a 6D FGM table for modeling MILD com-
bustion in a lab scale burner, incorporating mixture fraction, progress variable,
a dilution parameter, enthalpy loss and the variances of mixture fraction and
progress variable. A large number of dimensions of FGM leads to large mem-
ory usage. Methods to speed up the look-up and handling of FGM table will be
needed for future studies.

iii As the ignition delays for methane are predicted better using POLIMI C1-C3
mechanism than GRI 3.0 under MILD conditions, the application of the POLIMI
mechanism in the LES simulations of JHC needs to be explored.

Finally we can conclude that we have advanced the understanding of MILD
combustion of biogas and its numerical modeling for application in non-premixed
systems. In MILD furnaces the conditions extend beyond what is studied in the
current study. However, the findings in this thesis help in understanding the igni-
tion behavior of biogas-like fuel in such applications. In computational studies that
aid the development of complex combustion systems, using the FGM approach
can significantly reduce the computational cost. For any fuel-oxidizer composition
in these systems, the automated progress variable algorithm can be highly effective
for avoiding the dilemma of manually choosing an apt progress variable definition.
Furthermore, the transported mixture fraction variance model is shown to be crit-
ical in estimating the turbulent-chemistry interaction in systems that have the en-
trainment of burned gas into the fuel stream. These model developments and find-
ings can be leveraged into accelerating the design improvements for MILD burners
and furnaces.
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